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Abstract 
' . 
The Ci~Ji Isles Formation consists of up to 1600 feet of limestones, 
sandstones, shales and conglomerates, well exposed around the shores of 
Fortune Bay, southern Newfoundland. 
The succession unconformably overlies the Simmons Brook badwlith 
. 
towards the southeast 1and Cambrian shales toward the southwest.· Th~ 
Formation is overlain disconformablf'by thick red conglomerates_.o·f t he 
'Pools Cove Formation in the northeast and it is overlain disconformably 
• 
. 
by lithologically Slmilar thick red conglomerates that were mapped previou~ly 
as the Gr~at Bay de l'Eau Formation toward the southwest. West of Salmon 
River the Pools Cove Formation oversteps the Cinq Isles Formation to lie 
directly on t~immons Brook granite. 
The Cinq Isles Formation consists of thinly bedded unfossiTiferous 
limestone, red and grey shales, sandstones and pebble beds. There is every 
. gradation from laminae to discrete blebs of limestone within shale. Pebble 
beds~ many with a carbonate groundmass, become dominant in the upper part 
t 
of the sequence. Within the succession, lateral and vertical variations are 
common. Gneissic clasts fro~ the meta~rphic Bay d'Espoir belt and granite 
) 
.clasts are .abundant in many of the pebble beds and in the coarse conglomerates 
overlying the Cinq Isles Formation . Cur.rent direction features- in sandstone 
and pebble beds indicate incoming currents from the north and northeast. 
The coarsenesi of the clasts suggests a ne~rby source area. The nature of 
the gneis'sic clasts and their provenance implies Precambrian crystalline 
basement within the Avalon Zone toward the northeast. 
r 
! 
/ 
. .''\· . . . 
The age of the Cinq Isles Formation is uncertain, however, it is 
regarded as being Upper Silurian or Qevonian because of its close 
stratigraphic relationship to the possibly Devonian Pools Cove Formation 
,.' 
and the fossiliferous Devonian Great Bay de l'Eau Formation. The Pools 
___... 
, ..... .---
Cove For~tion is assigned to the Devonian because it contains granite 
boulders lithologically similar to Devonian granites in central Newfoundland 
and it is cut by the Devonian Ackley batholith. 
T~restrial conditions were prevalent during Middle-Late Silurian 
and Devo~ian times throughout much of Newfoundland. The lithologies of 
the Cinq Isles Formation sug9est a neat shore carbonate environment bordering 
\.,, 
an alluvial fan chain. Per1odic flooding and entrenchment of the fan -surfaces 
brought coarse material into the carbonate basin from the north and northeast. 
Subsequent encroachment of the alluvial fan across the near shore carbonate 
. 
environment gave rise to the coarse upper deposits of the Cinq Isles Formation 
and the overlying Pools Cove conglomerates. 
·.-C"Jo 
) 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Location & Distribution 
"" The Cinq Isles Formation is exposed around shores of the central 
part of Fortune Bay in two main areas, Belle Bay in the east and Gr eat 
Bay de l 1 Eau in the west (fig. 1). In the Belle Bay area exposures are 
se€n on the east and west shores of East Bay and North B~y and on the 
. 
• 
northwes t shore of Cinq Islands Bay . Exposures here a;..e due to reverse 
• fault s that bring the· Cinq Isles up ag-ainst the younger Poo l s Cove Formation. 
Inland exposures are generally poor due to the thickly wooded terra in . 
Howeve r, small exposures are seen a l ong the north side of the Pools Cove-
Belleoram road west of Salmon Ri ver, and along Salmon River around the 
area locally known as I the funnel I north of t~e road. 
! 
A number of expos ures 
, 
are seen fifteen to twenty miles southwest in the Great Bay del 'Eau, 
Harbour Breton a rea . 
• 
Ac cess 
A network of gravel roads in the area has recently been connected 
(1972) t o the Trans-Canada Highway by the Bay de'Espoir road that crosses 
central Newfoundland. (Figure 1) . The area is also accessible by sea via 
Canadian National coastal boats that make regular stops at Rencontre East, 
Pools Cove, Belleoram:English Harbour ~est and HarbourBreton. 
Within the study area all coastal sections are easy of a ccess by 
small boats. Few of the sections can be traversed by foot due t o the r ugged -
ness of the c liffs and the lack of any sort of beaches. 
·soo 
FIG:1 
LOCATION, ACCESS, AND 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
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Physiography 
The Cinq Isles Formation and other sediments are characterized 
by moderate to gently rolling terrain that contrasts sharply with the 
more rugged terrain deve 1 oped upon volcanic and granitic rocks (figure 2) . 
The Cinq Isles, Pools Cove ·and Great Bay de l'Eau Fonnations are ~ree-
covered, with most vegetation being found in stream and hver valleys and 
sheltered areas. Cinq Isles rocks rarely give rise to land over 500 feet. 
The highest hills in the area, with heights up to 1100 feet, are underlain 
I 
by differentially eroded volcanics. These are seen to the north of Belle 
Bay and Harbour Breton . To the northeast of Belle Bay and north and north-
east of Great Bay de l'Eau a barren rolling terra t n is developed on the Ackley 
• 1 Batholith (White, 1939, 1940) (Figure 2). Th.is is in contrast to the rough 
hunmocky tree covered surface characterising the more sodic and heterogeneous 
Sinmons Brook granitf. This occurs as a belt from the North East Arm of 
Harbour Breton northeast to East Bay . West of Belleoram, the Belleoram Stock 
(Ermanovics et ~-, l967b) has a wooded irregular topography. 
Most exposures of the Ci nq Is 1 es Fonnati on are at headlands or along 
the sides of northeast trending bays and sea entrants. Headlands are controlled 
either directly by glacial ice movement or by the modification of an earlier 
structural pattern. The Northeast Arm of Harbour Breton, Little Bay and North 
Bay are all examples of an ice carved coastline. Salmonier Pond and North Bay 
are other examples of an ice carved coastline. Structural control lat~r 
modified by fee is seen at Great Bay de l'Eau, Cinq Islands Bay, and East Bay. 
These features coi-ncide with a zone of comparatively non-resistant sandstones 
and shales that have been folded about northeast axes and cut by northeast 
trending fau1 ts. 
. · 
. . 
.•. , 
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Cinq Isles Exposures along the shore usually form small cliffs 
which in Belle Bay are no more than 20 feet high . .. In Great Bay de l'Eau 
the cliff exposures are somewhat higher, the highest just north of Wreck 
Cove is approximately 100 feet. 
Local marine terraces are seen at Harbour Breton, little Bay, 
Salmonier Pond, North Bay and East Bay. They are at approximately 50 feet 
above sea level and are composed of coarse strfttified material. 
The only large rivers in the area are the Salmon River draining into 
Cinq Islands Bay, Bay du Nord River draining into North Bay and Northwest 
and Northeast Brooks draining into East Bay. 
G-~-~12_9_ f_c~_l__Se t t _i_njl 
The Cinq Isles Formation is situated on the western margin of the 
Avalon Platform. The platform represents a relatively stable block with a 
fault co the westerly, more complex Central Mobile Belt of 
Central Newfou dland. The Avalon Platform is made up of late Precambrian 
volcanics and sediments which have undergone granite intrusion and block 
faulting. Continuous deposition from Late Precambrian to Lower Ordovician 
is recorded in some troughs developed by block faulting. Uplift, faulting, 
local sedimentation and granite intrusion during the Acadian orogeny are 
some of the late events effecting the Avalon Platform . 
The general geology of the Avalon Platform is reflected in the study 
area. A thick sequence of Late Precambrian volcanics and sediments and 
Lower ~aleozoic sediments have been folded and faulted about northeast axes. 
Later granite intrusion with faulting. syn~ and post-tectonic sedimentation 
during the Devonian are the last recorded geologic~l events in the area. 
The Cinq Isles Formation is exposed within an area bounded on the 
southeast by the East Bay Fault and on the northwest by the Hermitage Bay 
\ 
• 
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Fault and extending southwest into Great Bay de 1 'Eau (Williams, 1971). 
Much of the area is underlain by the Simnons Brook. Batholith (Figure 2) 
of possible Ordovician age. The batholith is composed of a variety of 
pink to grey, medium- to coarse-grained granite and granodiorite with 
locally predominant dark green mafic intrusive rocks. The mixed lithology, 
especially its mafi~--ancJC-ontaminated phases, clearly distinguish it from 
' 
the younger more homogeneous Ackley Batholity and the Belleoram Stock. The 
Sinrnons Brook Batpol ith is now recognized to be unconformably overlain by 
the Cinq Isles Formation and the Pools Cove Formation (Williams, 1971). 
Formerly these formations were thought to be intruded by the granite. 1 The 
' 
Cinq Isles - Simmons Brook. unconformable contact is well displayed at Parsons 
Cove, east of East Bay, Belle Bay . The other contacts in Belle Bay have all 
been modified by faultins. although all contain a basal unit of quartz feldspar 
granular material from the underlying granite. To the west in Great Bay de 
l'Eau only one complete section is exposed. This section at Wreck Cove. 
unconformably overli;s Cambrian argillites. Granite fragment\ are cormK>n 
in places within the Cinq Isles succession. Other Cinq Isles exposures in 
the area are of the upper parts of the section only. 
The Cinq Isles is composed of up to 1500 feet of red to grey shale, 
sandstone, mixed beds of carbonate and shale and pebble beds. Lateral varia-
tions within the formation are common, and at Spoon Cove to the west of 
North Bt!y the base of the section is made up of 159 feet of dc"trk. mass 1 ve 
• i . 
sandstones that are not seen eftsewhere. Severil .. Q.ffthe sections contain 
increased amounts of coarse sandstones and conglomerates towards the top 
where they are disconformably overlain by coarse deposits of the Pools Cove 
Fonmation in the northeast and the Great Bay de l'Eau Formation in the south-
west. The Pools Cove Formation consists of up to 5000 feet of arkosic 
sandstones and red congl~rates. West of Salmon River it overlaps the Cinq 
." 
\ 
1 
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Isles Formation and rests directly upon the Simmons Brook Batholith. 
•· The Great Bay de l'Eau Formation is exposed on the headland between 
Cinq Isles Bay and Corbin Bay and around the ~hores of Great Bay de l'Eau. 
The formation is made up of poor 1 y bedded purp 1 e to red, grey and buff 
conglomerate. Clasts within the rock are in most cases similar to under-
lying rocks so that the appearance of the formation changes markedly where 
it overlies contrasting rock types. Recent Work !by Enmanovics {1967a) on 
the statistical composition of two distinct plagioclase types, and by Wil.liams 
(1971) suggest that the Great Bay de l'Eau Fonnation at Little Bay West can 
be correlated .with the Pools Cove Formation, at least in part. 
The Ackley Batholith is found to the north of Belle Bay with smaller 
phases northwest and northeast of Great Bay 'de l'Eau. The Ackley Batholith 
is composed of a massive, medium to coarse grained homogenous pink granit~. 
Several isotopic dates in th_e order of 360 million years have been recorded 
placing it within the Devonian (Jenness, 1963• Wanless'et !}_., 1965). Various 
intrusive phases are seen; an earlier phase, pebbles of which a~ included 
i'n the Pools Cove Formation and the Great Bay de l'Eau Formation, and a later 
phase, which cuts the Pools Cove Formation. 
The youngest of the granite intrusions is the s·elleoram Stock. · The 
intrusion crops out in the vicinity of Belleoram and cuts ~he Great ~ay de 
l'Eau Fomation . The Belleoram stock is .ade up of a uniform grey to pink 
4 
massive granit~ fonnally named adamellite (Er""!Unovics et .!!_ .• 1967b}. The 
stock characteristically contains in places ~11 shale xenoliths from the 
i 
surrounding country rock. The Belleoram Stock fs Late Devonian in~age e.placed 
at a very high level within the crust (Ennanovfcs, 1967b). 
The Cinq Isles Fonnation contains clasts eroded frOM various older 
terrains within the Fortune Bay_ area. Sa.e of these clasts are fro. the area 
east and southeast of the East Bay fault. Much of this terrain is underlain 
\ - 6 -
by the Precambrian Long Harbour Gr:oup (Williams, 1971). The group COfllprises 
a thick succession of silicic and mafic volcanic rocks (Belle Bay Formation) 
overlain by grey sedimentary rocks (Andersons Cove Formation), mixed volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks (Mooring Cove. Formation), and a thick purple to red 
sedimentary assemblage (Rencontre Formation). Williams (1971) has shown 
that the Long Harbour Group can now be correlated with the litho.lO<Jically 
similar late Precambrian Musgravetown Group of eastern Newfoundland. A recent 
whole rock RG/Sr isochron age determination fr001 the Belle Bay volcanics gives 
a figure of 515 .!_ 7 million years (Wi.lliams, 1971) further supporting the 
Late Precambrian age assignment for similar dates have been determined on 
Precambrian rock nearby (McCartney et ~-, 1966). Local areas are underlain 
by shale, siltstone and slates of the Late Precambrian or Cambrian YoJJngs 
Cove Group. 
Other clasts within the Cinq Isles Formation have possibly come from 
the Cormaigre Bay volcanics to the west of Great Bay de l'fau. These comprise 
a thick sequence of massive dark green felsites and agglomerates. In the 
area to the northwest of the Hermitage Bay fault, schists and gneisses of the 
eastern margin of the Central Mobile Belt (Williams, 1964) also occur as 
clasts within the Cinq Isles Formation. 
Previous Work 
The first mention of Cinq Isles type deposit' w~ made ;nan early 
report of the Geological Survey of Ne~wrdland by J.· P. Howley (1887). As 
, 
' 
' '· part of a large scale recor11hsance, Howley vfsited this area in Fortune 
Bay and describ-66 part of a section on the eastern shore of North Bay near 
the outport of Bay du Nord. This section was ttlwley's only mention of C1nq 
Isles 1 ithology. 
I 
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There was 1 ittle ·~ubsequent work until White (1939) ccmnenced : 
'· 
geological investigations .' This work orf9inally concerne(the molybdenite 
deposits north of Rencontre East and was later: extended to include mapping 
. 
of the Belleoram area. The resul~s of the regional stud~ are contained 
in an unpublished doctorate dissertation. Because of ~he ~ope of the 
work. White's study of the Cinq Isles Fonnation was in the Belle Bay area 
only. 
Kemble Widmer (1950) mapped the Hermitage Bay area and studied .many 
of the outcrops i~ Great Bay de 1 'Eau, Belle Bay and the Salmon River area. 
Widmer's work was quite detailed for a regional mapping project and contains 
the most detailed maps and descriptions of the Cinq Isles Formation up to 
that time. Hi~ study was carried out as a doctoral dissertation at Princeton 
University. 
Smith and White (1954) in an unpublished report of the Geological 
Survey of Canada mapped the geology of the Renc~tre East area. Brief mention 
a{ the Cinq Isles Formation was made. but most of the info~ation was based 
on Widmer's work. .. . 
Anderson (1965) briefly mentioned Cinq Isles type lithologies in the 
marginal notes to accompany his one inch to four miles reconnaissance map 
published by the Geological Survey of Canada. 
Williams (1971) mapped the Belleoram area (lM/11) at a scale of 1:50.000 
, 
for the Geological Survey of Canada. Most of hfs infonnation on the C1nq Isles 
( 
tame from the Belle Bay and SalmOn R1ver areas . The Great Bay de l'Eau area, 
was not included by the map boundaries although information from this area 
was taken into consideration fn W1111ams' account. 
.. 
Purpose and Scope of Present Study 
The investigations for this s·tudy wre begun in July. 1969 while the 
" 
• 
8 -
j 
author was working for Dr.~. Williams of Memorial University of Newfound-
land on a contract for the Geological Survey of Canada to map the Belle6ram 
map area (lM/11) on a scale of'l:50,000. During 1969, preliminary 
investigations and detailed measuring of /ections were carried out in the 
Belle Bay area. ·The sections in Great tay de l'Eau were measured in the 
summer of 1970. The Cinq Isles Formation as a whole was invest1gated in 
1970 in all locations along with relationships to underlying and overlying 
rock groups . 
All ·the Cinq Isles sections were measured by pacing and tape measure 
to the nearest foot. Complete descriptions of all rock units and sedimentary 
features were taken . Representative samples were collected and thin sections 
made. In addition. several large samples of favourable lithologies were 
collected in hopes of recovering microfossils. A large ~mber of photographs 
I 
were taken . 
The study was undertaken to evaluat~ all previous correlations and 
age arguments and to further understand the mode of occurrence, geologic 
environment and setting of the Cinq Isles Fonnatfon within · the context of 
Fortune Bay and Avalon Platform geology. 
I 
' 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
STRATIGRAPHY AND GENERAL GEOLOGY 
General Statement 
The name Cinq Isles Formation refers to an assemblage of red and 
grey shales, sandstones, mixed beds of carbonate~nd clastic units, lf'me-
stones and pebble beds . The Format i on fs exposed around the shores of 
Belle Bay, Great Bay de l'Eau a~d part of the course of Salmon River 
. (Figure 1) . 
In the Belle Bay area the Cinq Isles Formation unconformably over-
lies the Si111110ns B~ Batholith . The contact is tlell exposed at Parsons 
~ve on the eastern shore of East Bay. There, a basal conglomerate made 
up of red silt containing granite wash and angular gr4)nite fragments ove_rlies 
the Simmons Brook Batholith . Elsewhere in the Belle Bay area the basal 
contact has. been modified by faulting. However, all of ·the sections, ,with 
the exception of Spoon Cove on the eastern shore of North Bay, exhibit a 
basal unit containing quartz feldspar material from the under~ Simmons 
Brook Batholith. 
To the west in Great Bay de 1 ' Eau only one complete section fs exposed 
(Figure 1) . This is seen at Wreck· Cove where the sequence rests unconformably 
upon dated Cambrian siltstones, shales and slates. All of the other lower 
contacts in this area are beneath ·.sea level with only the upper parts of 
the section exposed. 
Maximum thicknesses of comp~te Cfnq Isles sections vary from 1000 to 
1450 feet . Lateral and vertical variations within the sequence are common. 
Individual beds cannot be correlated from one section to another but large 
scale units can be traced w1th1n the various sequences. The most no·table 
- l 0 -
.... 
example of lateral variation is seen at Spoon Cnve where the base of the 
section is composed of 150 feet of dark grey massive sandstone. This basal 
unit is not present in any of the other sections. The name Spoon Cove 
Member is proposed for this lower section. 
The Cinq Isles Formation is disconformably overlain in the Belle 
Bay area by the Pools Cove Formation and in the Great Bay de l'Eau area by 
the Great Bay de 1 'Eau Formation. Minor faulting in some of the sectilfts 
has obscurred the actual disconfonmable surface. West of Salmon River the 
Pools Cove Formation overlaps the Cinq Isles to rest unconformably on the 
~ Sinmons Brook Batholith . -
Small dykes and sills probably related to the Devoni~ Ackley 'Batholith 
have caused slight contact metamorphism in some of the Cinq Isles sections. 
This is well seen at Spyglass Cove, Cinq Islands Bay. At Wreck Cove, Great 
... 
Bay de l'Eau, some of the mixed beds have undergone thermal metamorphjsm 
causing solution and recrystallisation of the carbonate and hornfelsing of 
nearby silts. This gives a volcanic flow ap~arance to some of the beds. 
No dykes or sills6~re present at Wreck Cove and the metamorphism may relate 
to ·the emplacement of the Ackley Batholith. 
In Belle Bay the information forms a northeast-trending southeast-
dipping succession. Dips range from 45°-75°. The Cinq I~es at Tilt 
, 
Point and Spyglass Cove in Cinq Islands Bay also forms a northeast-tre~1ng 
steeply southeast-dipping succession. It fs faulted against the Pools Cove 
Formation to the northwest and against Cambrian rocks to the southeast. 
The succession has been brought .fnto . place by a series of reverse faults. 
The Cinq Isles F~rmatfon of Great Bay de l'Eau generally strikes 
northeast and dips southeast, however, several structural ca.plfcat1ons are 
present. The Wreck Co~e section contains a nunber of ~11 normal faults 
. . 
which repeats part of the sequence. The dfsplace.ent on 110st of the faults 
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is small enough to allow marker beds to be traced from one side to anothet·. 
tJ 
Low down in tne ~iddle of the sequence, faulting and fo1ding cause 80 feet 
Of beds to be overturned. The major structural complexity is the occurrence 
of a 150-foot wedge of Cambrian Salmonier Cove Formation slates and shales 
faulted into the Cinq Isles Formation. Structural effects to the Cinq Isles, 
however, are minimal, except for shattering and crushing within a few feet 
of the thrust surfaces . At Saltwater Pond, west of Harbour Breton, a thin 
sliver of Cinq Isles is faulted between Connaiqre Bay Volcanics (Widmer, 1950) 
and· Great Bay de 1 'Eau Formation. This thin wedge is somewhat crushed and 
broken. The other sections in Great Bay de 1 'Eau are structurally simple 
having a northeast strike and a southeast dip. 
STRATIGRAPHY 
Nomenclature and History of Correlation 
The Cinq Isles Formation has been placed in a number of systems by 
previous workers . These range from Late Precambrian to Ordovician and 
Silurian. Recent evidence, however', in this study indicates a Devonian age. 
The age of the formation and fts relationships to other groups according 
to this study and previous workers is tabulated in Table 1. 
Howley in 1887 in a report to the Geological Survey of Newfdundland 
described part of a section on the eastern shore of North Bay riear the 
outport of Bay du Nord. "No fossil organism could be detected in these 
limestones whereby to establish their true geologic horizon, but lithologically 
and otherwise they bear such a marked resemblance to the Primordial Silurian 
or more probably the lower Cambrian as displayed so largely elsewhere in 
Fortune Bay that I ha'e provisionally classed them.under this head." The 
basis for Howleys 1 ithologic correlation of these deposits with those of a 
lower Cambrian age has never been discovered. The similarity is probably 
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with that of the Smith Point Formation, a Lower Cambtian assemblage of 
mixed red silts and limestones . 
\ ;. 
The first detailed observations of Cinq Isles type sediments were 
made by White (1939) in the Belle Bay .areir ... He assigned the present Cinq 
. . . 
Isles and Pools Cove Formations to t~e 6~~ du Nord Series, which he sub-
divided into five formations. Thes.e were: i11 ord~r of decreasing age, the 
I 
Spoon Cove Formation, Bay d'Est Formation, Podls (pve Formati~n. Ti lt Point 
Formation and the Spyglass Cove Formation. 
White defined the base of the seri€s wheie it is in contact with 
the Sinmons Brook Granite (then called the Bay duNord ,Granite) . He thought 
ot:} 
this was an intrusive contact. The upper limit- he defined by the Spyglass 
Fault which separated the series from downth~own dated Cambrian rocks . How-
,. 
ever, White also thought that the upper limit could be gradationa l into the 
Doten Cove Formation, an earlier name for some of the red and purple sand-
stones now assigned to the Rencontre Formation of the Precambrian Long 
Harbour Group (W1l11a'"s, 19?1 ). 
The Pools Cove Formation was interpreted by White to form a central 
intervening unit between the southeast facing Bay d'Est Formation to the 
north and the soufheast facing Tilt Point Formation to the south. Sub-
sequent work has demonstrated repetition in this part of White ~~ section 
' 
(Widmer~ 1950). 
White placed the Bay du Nord Series within a late Precambrtan to 
early Cambrian range. He drew on two lines of evidence to support this 
age data. Tentatively, he thought that the top of the Series was gradational 
into the Doten Cove Formation which he dated as late Precambrian - early 
Cambrian. His second line of evidence was the origin of the Pools Cove 
Formation. In describing its origin as due to block faulting and rapid 
.- erosion of a granite mass WMte said, "No similar block faulting of ml early 
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Paleozoic time has been described in North America, thh fact may indicate 
L 
: 
a late Precambrian age for this series." Expanding on this idea of a late 
Precambrian age, White linked the Bay du Nord Series with the Meguma Series 
of Nova Sco~ia and the Signal Hill Formation of the late ~recambr i an Cabot 
Group of the eastern Avaion Platform. 
Widmer (1950) after mapping the Hermitage Bay area, reinterpret ed 
White's Bay du Nord Series and renamed it the Cinq Isles Series. Widmer ' s 
mapping took into account Cinq Isles exposures at Belle Bay, Great Bay de 
1 'Eau and Salmon River. The Cinq Isle Series of Widmer was ~ade up of three 
formations which were in order of decre~s i ng age: The Spoon Cove Fonnat i on, 
the Yankee Cove Formation (a composite of White's Bay d'Est and Tilt Point 
Formations), and the Spyglass Cove ~rmation . Widmer recognized that the 
Poots . Cove Formation did not form a centra·1 part of the Cinq Isles Seri es 
but was an overlying younger formation. For this he concluded that the 
' Ti lt Point Formation of Ginq Islahds Bay was not a separate formation but 
rather a repetition of the Bay d'Est succession due to reverse faulting. 
Widmer sti l l retained White's definition for the base of the Series. the 
"intrusive" Sirrmons Brook granite contact. 
Widmer thought that the Cinq Isles Series was Middle-Lower Upper 
Ordovician in age; / This was beca~se the series overlies dated Cambrian 
/ 
sediments but dO"es not conta ·in many volcanic fragments from the younger 
(as they were thought to be then) Connaig~ Volcani~s and Long Harbour 
Group. 
Smith and White ( 1954) and Anderson ( 1965) revised the nal'le C i nq 
Isles - Formation to C1nq Isles. Group. These worker9 defined the ~se of 
the sequence where it was "intruded" by the Si111110ns Brook batholith. The 
top of the Cinq Isles succession was defined at the contact with the 
overlying Pools Cove Forinat1on in the Belle Bay area and the Great !Ja{ ,u 
G 
.. . 
< ~ . 
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l'Eau area. Both of these workers retained Widmer's Ordovician age 
assignment. 
Definition 
In this present study and Williams (1971) the Cinq Isles is regarded 
as being of formational status. This new status is given on the practical 
IJ¥lppabflity of the sequence. Because of the lateral and vertical variations 
present and the absence of thick dominant individual mappable b·eds traceable 
•.. 
from one section to another, it is considered that no subdivisions can be 
made for practical mapping purposes. The only possible exception is seen 
in the section west of North Bay. At the base of the section up to 150 feet 
of grey grits and sandstones are seen. They a.re ··conformable with the rest 
of the sequence and tt)e top is drawn at the 1\irsl thin nodular limestone 
band. This lower unit fs presently called the Spoon Cove Member. No 
similar deposits are seen at any other section. 
The base ·of the Cinq Isles Formation is defined where it unconfor-
\ . 
mably_ overlies the S~rrmons a, rook Batholith to the ~ t at Parsons Cove · .. 
. and Cambrian sediments to thw est at ,.wreck Cove . The top of the formation , 
is drawn where it is in d.tsconformable contact with. the overlying Pools 
Cove Formation in Belle Bay and probable equfvalent · beds on the western" 
shore of Great Bay di l'Eau, the Cinq Isles Forincltion is unconformab-ly over- · 
lain by fossi 1 i ferous Late Devonian conglomerates of the Great Bay de 1' Eau 
Formation ; 
This stu_dy anfWilliams (1971) regarded the Cinq Isles Formation a! 
\) 
being Late Sflurian or Devonian in age because 1t was overlain by" the Poals 
Q 
Cove For,mat1an with at most 'la, minor d1 sconform1ty". · The Pools Cove ·· was in 
•.. . 
turn interpreted as Oevon14n since it ' contains granit~ boulders that are 
I 
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• 
lithologically similar to Devonian granites in Central Newfoundland 
and 1t is cut by the Devonian Ackley Batholith. In that the Cinq Isles 
and Pools Cove Formations are post Cambrian and atypical of the New-
foundland Ordovician and Lower Silurian, then a Late Silurian or Devonian 
age seems most re•sonable. 
, .· 
Recent assignment of certain Newfoundland granites from the 
Devonian to older periods (Kennedy and McGoniga-l, 1972) casts some doubt 
on the presence of Devonian granite boulders in the Pools Cove conglomerates. 
Thus a Devonian lowe~ agE: limit for the Pools Cove Fonnation may be now 
open to reappra i sa 1. 
The Cfnq Isles has yielded no fossils. However. dark grey silt-
stones and black shale interbeds within the overlying Great Bay de 1' Eau 
Formation contain numerolls land plant remains. These have been identified 
by Erling Dorf as Protolepidodendron sp. and Eospennatopterf s sp., forms 
\. . 
typical of the Upper Devonian (W1dmer. 1950}. Another upper age limit to 
the Cinq Isles is given by the Belleoram Stock. a grey to pink massive 
granite that intrudes the Great Bay de l'Eau Formation. The Belleoram 
granite has been dated isotopically at 400 and 342 million years (Wanless 
et al., 1965; 1967). The intrusion is most probably Late Devonian in age . 
An early carboniferous age f.or.the Belleoram Stock is discounted due to the 
general absence of large carboniferous batholiths in Newfoundland . 
The Cinq Isles Formation is unique in Newfoundland to the Fortune 
Bay area. It is atypical of the Newfoundland Ordovician and Lower Silurian 
but appears closely related to the overlying. Devonian (?) Pools Cove Forma-
tion and Upper Devonian Great Bay de 1' Eau Formation. On these grounds the 
Cinq Isles Formation is assigned to the Late Silurian or Devonian. 
• 
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STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS 
Genera 1 Remarks , 
" The Cinq Isles Fonnation outcrops in ten coastal sections in 
varying degfees of completeness around the shores of Belle Bay and Great 
Bay de ~u. Small outcrops are also present along part of Salmon River 
' and west a 1 ong the north side of the Poo 1 s Cove - Be 11 eo ram road and at 
... , . . 
Sinmons Brook. Figure 3 surrmarizes the)stratigraphy of the Cinq Isles 
! 
Format ion . 
The, Type Section 
In this study, the type section of the Cinq Isles Fonnation is that 
section exposed on the eastern shore of East Bay (Figure 3). This particular 
section is chosen because both a bottom and a top are well exposed, only a 
few small breaks are seen in the entfre succession, and 1t exhibits features 
typical of all the Cinq Isles exposures. 
The type section unconformably overlies the S1rnnons Brook Batl'rolith 
at Parsons Cove. The base of the succession is well exposed and marked by 
a thin basal conglomerate containing fragments derived from the underlying 
granite. The succession is composed of red and grey shale, mixed beds, 
sandstone, limestone and pebble beds. Towards the top of the sequenc~ a 
series of trough cross beds are present wfthi n coarse red sandstones. The 
troughs indicate local incoming depositional currents from the nqrth and 
northeast. ·Jhe sequence becomes markedly coarse towards the top and 1s 
di sconformably ove conglomerates that have been assigned 
to the A total thickness of 1450 feet 1s present . 
Details of this nd other sections are sunnar1zed in figure 3. A 
detailed columnar unit by unit description of the type section, from base 
to top, follows -: 
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The contact between basal 
Cinq Isl-es and the Sirrmons Brook 
Batholith is relatively sl7rJoth, a 
few BM:Zll undulations are seen but 
these are no 17rJre than 1-2 inches 
deep and 2-J inches r..Jide. The BW'-
face of exposure is about 4 feet 
in length and dips 30° to the south. 
The gronite ehot.>s signa of weather-
ing and is relatively crwrbly in 
places. Overlying the gronite the 
basal Cinq Isles is co"{)osed of 
coarse angular unbedded groni te 
LJaBh (see Plates 1A and 18). · This 
is rmde up of fe Uispar and quartz 
crystals and angular granite frag-
ments. These are up to 2 inches 
in diameter but are WJually 1/2 -
l inch in diameter. All of the 
granite material is locally 
derived and shot.,s little or no 
signs of tronsport. The gronite 
wash is Burl'ounded by a rmtri.x 
of fi ne-groinsd roed bJOOWn ei Z t 
showing no beddi~ features. 
Nany of the granite frogments 
a.J"e crocked and broken LJi th :t'ed 
silt fiZZing the froctures. 
Coai'se roubl:iy beds of groni te 
wash and ai l t. G1'a11i te frogmen ts 
oon be up to 3 1/2 inches in lsngth, 
17rJst are 3/4 - 1 1/2 inches. Matri.r 
is a coarse dirty red bl'OWn silt. 
Grani te f1'Q{!I'ttm t s rrr:zke 14J 30 ~ of 
the bed. Scatte~d fragments of 
angular fine-grained dark coloured 
rhyolite are present but a.J"e 
I.O'ICOJ'7'1710n as are a few sm:z l1. sur- _ 
ro.tmd8d ql¥ll"tB pebbles. 
Red sandy silt bed ,n, th a few 
thin granite wash laminations. The 
granite W(lBh lft:ltezoial is angulal' to 
subzooundsd and LqJ to 1/4 inch in 
length. 
Unit 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
1 
2 -
Tctal 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
--1 
6 
A. 
PLATE 1 
.· 
The unconformable r.ontact at PaY'~onc; Cove, Rohblv nranit.e 
. .., .J 
wash grading into red silts and mixed beds to the right 
(G.S.C. 153462). 
B. Basal Cinq Isle unit. Red silt and granite wash from Parsons 
Co ve. 
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Miud bed of Blf'klll. i"1'ure 
carbonate nodules Lri.thin a 
partiaZZ.y lcmtinated red silt. 
This is the first carbonate 
OCCUl'N71.Ce and MV'KS the top 
of the basal. Cinq Isles. NO<b,les 
-nuke up about 151 of the bed. 
Thiak partially laminated red 
· s i lt. 
Alternating 1'ed siLts ana mixed 
beds from 2 to 4 feet in thickness 
I.Jith sharp and locally gradational 
boundaries. Some of the carbonate 
in the mixed beds contain ~ to 201 
saatt ered red silt and q'UaJ'"tz grains. 
Wi thin the 1'ed silts a slf'kll.l. c:urr:nmt 
of fine grai n granite wash .is pre-
sent in the form of thin l.ens-Z.ike 
laminat i ons . 
-
. A thick alternating se-ries of l'f!d 
- s i Lts.. mixed beds, Nddish grey and 
grey sands, and a few psbble bands. 
Many of the smulstones are thick and 
TTr:Zssive, few al'e l.ess than 6 feet in 
thickness. Scattered sub rounded 
quarts pebbl.es are pNeent i,n rrrmy 
of the sandStone bedS. Theae pebbl.es 
. can be up to 1 l/2 incMB in diameter, 
ros t are fr-om 1/4 - 1/2 inch. In 
places quarts psbble COM6l'ttzoaticma _ 
form thin lenses 2-3 inch8s in thick-
ness. Cross bedding in soms of tlul 
sandstones indicates i"ttCOmirtg 
currents from the north and north-
-east. 
. . 
·The middle sequence of the type 
section shotJs a general finirtg of 
the sediments, ~d silts, ~d beds, 
pate grey l.i1'119st<mee, a f11W fP"'''ll sand-
s tones and grits Lri. th BOf'IW thin pcbb l.e 
beds . Many of tlul silts and limB-
stone beds contain soatuNd q1M%l"'ta 
grains and a fetJ sm:zll swbi'OID1d.sd 
quart& pebb 1..6s. ~· lo1i. thin 
l imi ta aN gt~nera.ll!f sharp. Lilrw-
stoM beds are wetGZly Z..ss t}aan 6 
feet thick, ~~Vet CZN frowt l-2 fut. 
Many of thll Zi.lfWst<:nws OOPttain ~ to 
Unit 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
7 
150 
Total 
Thicknsss 
(Feet) 
9 
16 
116 
266 
' 
I 
' 
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5~ l"ed siZ t (see Pl-ate 2). 
In oomptete exposures rrtany"of 
the limestone beds are ·lena-
like in forrm. One particuLar 
bed 2 feet in thickness lenses 
out over 10 feet into a coarse 
sandstone uni. t wi. th a carbonate ~ 
rrr:zt~. 
The Upper sequence is com-
posed of coarse red sandstones, 
gl'ite and pebbl-e beds. Only a 
few thin mixed beds, sil-ts and 
limestones al"e proesent. Many 
of the sandstones aroe nv.ssive. 
Cross-bedding indicates incoming 
currents from the north and north-
northeast. The carbonates shotJ 
all. gradations from pure fi1UJ-
gruined limeB'tone beds to patches, 
rrr:zsse.s or a ooarse groW'Iiilfr:zss 
vi thin sands 'tones and gr-its _ 
(see Hates 3A and 38 J • Pebb l.e 
beds are inportant in this upper 
section. The thickset· is about ' 
10 feet and contains eubrowtded -
quarta pebbles up to. '1 inches in 
dia:me tel' set in a coarse red arkosic 
groW'ltint:zss. Fragments of quartai tes, 
basic \ JOlcani.cs, red shatee and 
Umestones are also preserlt in 
smaZ.Z.er arnoW'lts. Ni.;ced beds are 
poorly developed. 
Red gri te and pebble beds con-
taining a s~nes of well developBd 
trough ~Jross beds indicating curren te 
from the f'IOrth and north-f'IOrtheas t . 
. ,Troughs · vi thin red grits haw srrooth 
~bounding surfaces, whsreas those 
r.ri. thin a red (pit Lri. th . a carbor&ate 
grouncilm.ss have boUnding sur faOjs 
with ridges and unduLations 1-J 
inclJ.es high and up to 4 inchBs deep . 
Red gM. ts and quarta pebb l.e beds. 
Quarts frogments are about 1/2 - 1 
inch in diamster. No carbonate ground-
mea to the g7'i ts. A ftn.J tl'JO&Ighs a:re 
developed r.ri.th simi tar diNations to 
thoee pNviousJy . . ••~· 
Unit 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
744 
350 
25 
20 
2'ot:Gl 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
1000 
1350 
1J75 
.. 
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PLATE 2 
Red sandy siltstone grading into red grey impure 
limestone. From the middle sequence of the type 
section. 
-~-
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PLATE 3 
A. Grey limestone containing 
patches and small lenses 
of- red grit overlain 
abruptly by red grits 
·in left background. 
Upper sequence of the 
type section. 
B. Mixed bed of grey limestone and red grit overlying red orit 
and quartz pebble bed. Upper sequence of type section. 
• • 
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Red sands tones and (lri ts 1 
some Iilith a carbonate ground-
mass1 pebble beda · and a few 
limestone bands many contain-
ing scatured sands tones and 
grits. The limes tones clmtain 
up to 60% 1'6d grit and sand-
stons they are simi tar to the 
rrri:z:ed beds ton th the coarse 
rrnterial taking the place of the 
silt (see PLate 4A). Maru/ of the 
limestones are lenslike in fortrn1 
often with s~ boundaries 
between the Btu"l'Otmding grits 
(see Plate 48). 
Massive fi1'8Y limestone bands 
up to 10 feet in thickness con-
taining scattend quarlz pebbles with 
l'ed grit and sandstone patches1 
lenses and masses. 
The boundary rtri th the over lyiri{J 
Pools Cove Fonrr:ztion is discon-
formable. The contact is seen where 
a {J1'6Y li:mestone containing scattered 
quarta pBbbles is ove:rolain by thin 
gHts and shales at the base of a 
thick red ~se conglo~:roate 
typical of the lowe:ro se~e of the 
Pools Cove Fonrr:ztion. The sfn.face -
of contact is in the for-m of shatlow 
nollows and ridges 2-3 inches deep 
and up to 5 inches wide (see Plate 5). 
The Section on the Wettern Shore of East BaY 
Unit 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
30 
20 
Tottll 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
1435 
1455 
This section exposed on the western shore of East Bay 1s similar 
to the type section and the other sections of Belle Bay with the 
exception of the Spoon Cove Member (Figure 3). The types of sediment 
and the pattern of their occurrence are the same. Lateral variations 
do not allow ari exac~ bed by bed correlation from one section to 
another because they thin out too rapidly. 
' . 
./ 
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PLATE 4 
A. Mixed bed of pale grey 
carbonate nodules and 
masses within red grits. 
Upper section of type 
sequence (G.S.C. 3-4-69). 
B. Lens of grey limestone containing scattered quartz pebbles 
and red grits within red grit band. Up~r sequence of type 
section. 
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Disconformable contact between grey 
limestones and grits with quartz pebbles, 
and the basal red conolomerate of the 
Pools Cove Formation. Type Section. 
PLATE 5 
• 
\ 
\ 
... 
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The contact between the Cinq Isles Formation and the S1J11110ns 
Brook Batholith is a faulted' one (Plate 6). The lower part of the 
sequence is obscurred but a few inland exposures indicate th~t this 
succession is composed of red stlts, mixed beds and a few sandstone 
and grit bands. The , suc<;ess ion becomes coarser with 1 ncreased sand-
stones and grits. Some of the coarser beds contain cross-bedded units 
indicating local incoming currents from the north and northeast. A 
fine gra}fled succession and an increased coarser succession follows. 
The top of the sequence is made up of sandstones, grits, pebble beds, 
• 
limestones with minor silts and mixed beds. Some of the pebble beds .:con-
tain rounded quartz pebbles up to 3 inches in diameter. The boundary 
• between the Cinq Isles Formation and the overlying Pools Cove Formation 
is a dfsconform1ty. This disconformable contact has been slightly 
modtfied by a small minor fault. The whole section consists of 1240 feet 
of beds. 
Lower seation composed of red 
si ~ ts J mi:red beds and a few aand-
B tones and g1'i t bands . 
The fi1'Bt sho1'e exposures are 
simila1' to the louer eeation. 
Sandstones and g1'its a1'e rrri.no1' i n 
amount. Few of the beds extend 6 
teet in. thiakn.Jes. 
A aoareer sequence oompoeed of 
1'ed and grey sandstones and g1"'i ts J 
1'ed ail. ts, a few 11Ti.xed beds and 
thin limestones. Many of ths ttand-
stone.s and grits are 17178eive, fetJ 
exoeed 5 feet in thickn.sss. Cross-
bedding in.dioates incoming currents 
f1'0m the no1'th and north-nol'thsast 
Uni t 
Thiaknesa 
(Feet) 
150 
50 . 
Total 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
150 
200 
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PLATE 6 
Topographic expression of the fault contact 
between the Cinq Isles Formation and the 
Simmons Brook Granite to the right. West 
of East Bay. (G.S.C. 153455). 
. 
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PLATE 7 
!':r~s $ -berfded nY.0\1 n 'V'{ + C" t"'\\IO'V' 1 \1; nrt rtfJ~V'T "? nohh 1 0 
-- - ::J•-J ::::::J'·-- .....,·-··J···=' '1--· -- ,....---·-
conglomerate. From about the 250 foot level, 
west of East Bay. (G.S.C. 3-12-69). 
A sharp boundary between mixed beds and red silts. 
From about the 650 foot level west o East Bay. 
(G.S.C. 5-4-69). 
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The Eastern Shore of Nor'th Bay - The Bay du Nord. Section 
The Bay du Nord section of the C1nq Isles Fonnation exposed 
on the eastern shore of North Bay is typical of the type section and 
the other Cfnq Isles sections of Belle Bay with the exception of 
" the Spoon Cove Membe_r (Figure 3). 
The section is in fault contact with the underlying Sf1m10ns 
Brook Batholith. The surface of contact is hidden by rock fall an<t_, 
' - . 
vegetation but its topographic expression is well displayed (P1ate 8). 
The lower sequence of beds is similar to that of the type section. 
This is overlain by a dominantly coarse clastic succession. cross 
bedding within this succession indicates currents coming from the 
north-northwest, north and northeast. ; Th_i s is overlain by a ff ner 
sequence which is in turn overlain by a dominantly coarser clastic 
succession. 
The contact between the Cinq Isl~s Formation and the Pools 
Cove Formation is di sconformable. However. minor faulting has 
obscurred the actua 1 boundary. A total of 850 feet of sediment is 
present within the section. 
The Lower section ia corrpoaed of 
red silts and shales, some with scatteroed 
red sandstones and grits, rrrixed beds, red 
sandstones and grits, nuny with small. sub-
rounded quartz pebbles up to 1/2 inch in 
diameter. In the lOtJer part of this sequence 
a few thin l,aminae of granite LJaBh material 
are present within 1'6d sUts. Few of the 
beds in this succession are over lO feet in 
thickness. 
Unit 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
270 
Total 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
270 
- 31 - PLATE 8 
Topographic expression of the fault contact 
between Simmons Brook Granite to the left 
and the Cinq Isles Formation at the deserted 
community of Bay du Nord, eastof North Bay. 
(G.S.C. 153464). 
• 
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Coarse quarts c0719Zome:mte 
composed of subrounded quarts pebbles 
up to 3 inchss in diameter, and Lesser 
Cl1!1:)un t8 of red mudstone, quartai te and 
basic voLcanic jragnwmts set in a grey 
gM..t matriz. 
Grey grits and sandstones, 
pebble .beds, thin siLts and mi.:r€d beds. 
Some of the sandstones and grits are 
Lens-l.ike in fo't'm. ·~ebbl.e beds are 
CO"f>OiJed nttinl.y of subrounded qwnotz 
psbbl.es, red mudstone, vol.canicv.and 
quartaite fragments are' also present 
(see Pl.ate 9). Some of the sandstones 
contain cross beds indicating incoming 
. currents ft>om the north and northeast. 
A Z. teronating series of red and 
grey sandstones and grits, red siLts, 
mixed beds and thin Limestones. 
A ~er s~quence composed of 
red and !P'*IY sandstones and grits, thin 
pebble bands, thin Limestones, many 
with scattered quartz frafimentJ3, and a 
few red siLts and mi:r:ed beds, most of 
which have a coarser admi.xture. Cross 
bedding in some of the sandstones 
indioatea nonh and northeasterly 
incoming currents. · 
The upper part of the section 
is COI'1J)Osed of roe lati ve Z.y thick nt:lBS i ve 
grey Zimflstones containing higher in 
the ssqW~Me scattsred amot.Ofts of red 
grits and subroundsd quarts pebbLes. 
The increase in ths cLastic content 
Z.eads to a preponde1'aTIC8 of sandstone 
over Umeetcne. 
The upper bed is a rrr::zssive red 
grey grjt OOfff>OBBd of 50S anguLar grit 
particU.s, 301 carbonats and 201 sub-
li'.,,,.d quarta pebbles up to 2 inches 
t.n d~ter. 
/ 
. Unit 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
15 
265 
200 
50 
30 
20 
.. . 
Total. 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
285 
550 
?50 
BOO 
830 
850 
·~ 
' 
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Conglomerate containing mainly r ed 
shale fragments set in an arkos i c 
groundmass. From about the 500 
foot level, east of North Bay. 
PLATE 9 
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The Section on the Western Shore of North Bay 
The 1 ower part of the section exposed on the western shore 
,. 
of North Bay is lithologically different from all other lower C1nq 
Isles successions. At Spoon Cove where the lower part of the 
sequence is present. the contact with the underlying S11ml0ns Brook -\ 
Batholith is not exposed. However, the granite surface ~is thol4ght 
to be only a few feet away from the first beds seen. The 1 ower 
part of the section is composed of 150 feet of medium to dark grey 
sandstones, dark grey mudstones and a few greys1lts. There 1s ·a 
I 
complete lad of any form of carbonate. This absence of any 
I 
carbonate is in contrast to the other Belle Bay sections where 
limestone· is seen within a few. fee~ of the contact. This 1s the 
most marked exafl1)1e of~teral variation within any section of the 
Cinq Isles Fonnation. The name Spoon Cove Member is proposed for 
this clastic lower succession of the western· shore of North Bay. 
· Overlying these dark sandstones is a sequence typical of 
the lower part of the type section. The sequence is almost wholly 
made up of red s 11 ts and mixed beds. Few of the beds are over 6 feet 
in thickness. The carbonate of the mixed beds varies in ' fonn from 
nodules to masses to interconnecting networks to laminae. As in 
the other sections. nodules · are the most comnon fonn. These fine-
grained sediments grade into a slightly coarser sequence. Towards 
the base is a massive conglomerate, containing quartz peb 
5 inches 1n diameter set in a red arkosic groundmass. 
coarser sequence is made up of increased amounts of g 
· sandstones. A few of these coarser units contain 
i nd1cat1 ng fncom1 ng currents from the northeast. 
' ·• 
of beds. 
·units. 
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Thfs sequence is overlain' by an even coarser succession 
Grits, sandstones and pebble beds are t~e mo~t important 
. 
One particular pebble bed is about 10· feet in thickness. 
A grit band within the succession contain~ a torn up, subrounded 
limestone block 17 fnches in diameter. This is the largest 
limestone clast seen within the Cinq Isles of any section. 
This coarse sequence grades into a series of beds containing 
~re red -silts and shales and fewer grits. sandstones, and pebble 
beds. Limestone bands are relatively abundant in this succession, 
many contain scattered quartz fragments up to 1/2 inch 1n diameter. 
The upper part of t_he section 1 s made up of coarse grits. 
sandstones, conglomerates, red silts and a few impure limestone 
bands. Many of the grits and co_nglomerates contain a carbonate 
matrix. The uppennost bed is a coarse red arkosic sandstone with 
a carbonate groundmass and a few limestone fra~nts. 
. ' . 
The contact with the overlying Pools Cove Formation is 
• disconfonnable, .the details of which have been obliterated by minor 
faulting. 
Total thickness of the section is 1315 feet. 
! 
M:usive dark grey sandstones . 
. Fi.ne-gmiMd granit6 wash fl"afJ'MSnts are 
scattered throughout ths rock in the l.ower 
few feet. A fBW small eubroUIIded quarta 
pebb~s are pNsent. · 
Unit 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
zo 
30 
Total 
Thioknsss 
(Feet) 
zo 
'· 
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'\ 
Dark gr-ey sandstones~ bedding planes 
1-2 feet apart. Thin laminations of fine 
sands tone and grey sH t in places. 
Da:rk grey and brown silts and 
sandstones. _ ModerateZy tJell bedded. 
Red sha us and si Us. 
Mi:r:ed bed of carbonate nodules 
within ~d sitt. This fi~et occurrence of 
carbonate WW'ks the top of the Spoon Cove 
Membe~. T'le noduZes a:roe inpure, round to 
ovoid set in a m::ztriz of fine-grained I"ed 
silt Laminated in part. 
We ZZ bedd£d (Jl'ey .!3ands tone. 
AUezonating se~es of ~ed silts and 
mixed beds. Well ,bedded, most of the units 
are use than 5 feet in thickness. SiZts 
vary in co leur from I"ed to grey. The 
oarbonate within the miud beds varies , in 
purity from fine-gmined tight gr'ey lime-
stone to a ·carbonate ~eddish grey in coLour_ 
oorttaining up to about 20% I"ed eat and 
fi-ne sandstone. 
Thick conglomerate C011flosed of 
quartz, granite, red shaLe fragments set , 
tn a coarse arkosic ~s. The ~.a 
pebbus pi"edominate and are anguZar to 
subrounded, some as much as 5 inches in 
diamete~ (see P-Eate lOA). 
Grey aHt containing subrounded 
quartz pebbWs up to 1/2 inch in diameter. 
Thick sequence of I"ed silts, mi:red 
beds, I"eddish !JN!Y sandstones and a fetJ 
Umes tone bands. Many of t}Je sandstones ..: 
contain a carbonate gr0U11dmass. Boundaries 
are in rrr;,st cases quite sharp (see Plate 
lOB). 
Coarsel' sequence of red and grey 
sandstones and grits, pebble bedS and thin 
silts. Quarta pebb Zss tJi thin scrne of the 
congZomerotes are as II'IUCh as 6 inches in 
diamster. Within a thick red arkosic bed 
a l.arG"B subround limsstone bout.dsr, 17 inchss 
in diamtlte~, is presfl11t. This has been tom 
50 100 
so 130 
20 150 
4 154 
8 162 
) 
176 JJB 
15 353 
5 358 
202 
- 37 - PLATE 10 
A. Thick auartz oebble conqlomerate overlvintt thick lower 
series ·of red . silts and -mixed beds. From-about the 340 
foot level of the section on western shore of North Bay. 
(G.S.C. 15476). 
B. An abrupt boundary between red sandstone to the left and 
grey grits wit h angular auartz fraaments to the right . 
From about the 500 foot level of the section on the western 
shore of North Bay (G.S.C. G-2-69). 
-;: . . 
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Unit 
Thic1o18ss 
(Feet) 
T~>ta'L 
ThiOWBB 
(Fest) 
up fl'Oft! an underl.ying bed and 
redeposited !Jithin phs coarse cl.astic 
nr:zterial (see P'Late 11). This is the 
largest ezarrp'Le of a redeposited · 
limestone block within the Cinq Isles 
Fol'mtltion. 290 
--
850 ... 
Red silts 1 mixed bedS~ thin 
limestones ~ith a few red and grey 
sandstones. Usually well-bedded, few 
units ezceed 6 feet in thickness. 210 1060 
The Upper sequence is composed of 
coarse grits cind sandstones, quarta con-
glomerotes~ red silts and a few inf'ure 
limestone bands. Quart.a pebbles within 
the conglomer-ates are angul-ar to subround, 
m:zny ~i th a diame tel' of up to 2 inches, 
most al'e ·about 3/4- 1 1/2 inches (see 
Plates 12A and 128); Many of the grits 
and conglomerotes contain a cal'bonate 
gl'Owuimass (see Plat~:s 13A and 138). 245 1305 
The upper bed is a coa1'se 1'ed a~kose 
- tJi th a carbonate groundmass and a few 
limestone frogments and subrotmded qua1'tz 
pebbles up to 1 1/2 i~hes in diameter. 10 1315 
Cinq Isles exposures along the Salmon River 
Along the course of the Salmon River north of the Pools Cove 
- Bel.leoram road. a few hundred feet of 'Cinq Isles sediments are 
exposed. The exposures are poor due to stream flood deposits 
covering them. 
·. The underlying S1nmons Brook Granite 1s separated from the 
basal Cinq Isles by f small fault. There ts probably 11tt.le dis-
placement at this point, similar to the fault contatt at S~oon Cove, 
a mile or so northeast. The basal un1t .is composed of-red s1-lts 
containing thin laminae and lenses of coarse quartz felds~r material 
I 
, .. 
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Rounded limestone boulder within coarse red 
arkose. From about the 700 foot level of 
the section on . the western shore of North 
Bay.(G.S.C. 153485). 
PLATE 11 
- 40 - PLATE 12 
A. Qua~tz pebb1e cong1omerate overlying coarse grit 
band. Upper sequence of the section on the western 
shore of North Bay. 
B. A coarse sandstone with a carbonate matr ix ana scattered 
auartz pebbles . Uooer sequence of the section on the 
weste r n s hore of 1 orth Bay . 
- 41 - PLATE 13 
·~ 
A. Quartz pebble beds and coarse sandstones with a carbonate 
groundmass from the upper sequence of the section on 
the weste~~ sho~e of No~th R~y , (G .S,C. 154387). 
B. Coarse grit with a carbonate matrix and scattered quartz 
pebbles s howi ng -cros s - bedding, which indi0~tes incoming 
currents fr om t he northeast. From the uone r sequence of 
t he section on t he western shore of North Bav. G.S.C . 
153490). ~ 
0 
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from the underlying SillJllOns Brook Batholith. Th1 s material comprises 
~ 
about 40% of the basal unit. Within the material angular gran1t~ 
fragments up to 3 inches in length are seen along w~th coar!e 
unsorted angular pink feldspar crystals. The basal unit is about 
D'Jo feet in thic;kness but 2 or 3 small faults repeat the s~quence 
giving an apparent thickness of 30 feet. The thick, dark-coloured 
basal sal)dstones seen at Spoon Cove are not present at this locality . 
'The lowermost beds of the section grade into thinly bedded red silts, 
mixed beds and a few red sandstone-6. The succession is 'faulted 
against 'the basal unit of the Pools Cove Formation toward the south . 
The Cinq Isles Formation'' west of Salmon River and at Sirrmons Brook 
· The C1nq Isles sediments become ·markedly reduced in 
thickness west of Salroon River. Only a few feet of the basal unit 
are represented. Farther west only local pockets of Cinq Isles 
sediments occur between the Si111'T1ons Brook Granite and the Pools Cove 
FoYV!ation. Non-deposition over a probable 'high' area and partial 
erosion probably combine to explain this di'minished succession. 
One ha 1f mile west of the Sa 1 mon River on the north s 1 de 
of the Pools Cove-Belleoram Road, the C1nq Isles Fonnation is 
represented by 6 feet of red silts and quartz feldspar material (see 
~ Plat~ 14). This material is in the form of irregular beds, patches 
and lenses withln the red silt. This basal unit is seen as fallen 
and dislodged blocks from the fault scarp fanned by the fault contact 
with the underlying Simmons Brook granite .. South of the road coarse 
red conglomerates of the Pools Cove Formation are exposed. 
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The basal unit of the Cinq Isles 
Formation, granite wash and red silt. 
North of the Pools Cove - Belleoram 
Road, west of Salmon River. 
PLATE 14 
·, 
• 
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A quarter of a mile southwest of Salmon River at Sinmons Brook 
steeply southeast-dipping Pools Cove conglomerates overlie the Sinmons 
Brook grarri te. The c.ongl omerates are 1 oca lly separated from the 
granite by pockets up to 3 feet thick of red silt and shale containing 
coarse. unsorted quartz feldspar materia 1 and granite fragments. At 
the base of the pockets a coars·e granite arkDse is seen which is almost 
indistinguishable from the underlying granite. Abundant shale and 
s11tstorT~ fragments within the Pools Cove conglomerates indicate that 
the Cinq Isles Fonnation was once more extensive in this area before 
being eroded prior to the deposition of the conglomerat!s. 
The Cing Isles Fonnation at Cfnq Islands Bay 
The Cinq Isles Formation is exposed in three coastal sections 
in Cinq Islands Bay, namely Spyglass Cove, little Harbour and Tilt 
Point. The thickest exposure is at Spyglass Cove where about 720 
feet of beds are exposed. The presence of the Cinq Isles is due to 
a moderately southeast-dipping fault, bringing the sediment upward 
and northwestward to structurally overlie the younger conglomerates 
of the Pools Cove Fonnation . This fault parallels the East Bay Fault 
and has the same sense of relative vertical movement. 
The Cfnq Isles sediments of Spyglass Cove in the western part 
of Cinq Islands Bay are similar to the lower succession of the Wreck 
Cove sequence. However, the Cinq Isles at little Harbour and Tilt 
Point bear more resemblance to the Belle Bay exposures. 
The SpYglass Cove Section 
The C1nq Isles Fonnation at Spyglass Cove forms a nertheast-
... 
tl 
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trending southeast-dipping succession faulted against the Pools Cove 
Formation to the northwest and Cambrian rocks to the southeast. The 
section is made up mainly of grey sandstones, grits, pebble beds, 
micaceous siltstones and shales and a few thin mixed beds and 
limestones. Many of the finer sediments are hornfelsic and dark fn 
colour due to granite dyke intrusions~ 
The lower part 'of the sequence is composed ""inly of quartzite 
bands, many of which are quite pure in composition. These quartzi~s 
are up to 6 feet thick and are massive. A few ~hin red and grey silts 
and some mixed beds are also present. Much of the carbonate within 
the mixed beds has been leached out due to the metamorphic effects 
of the dyke intrusions. Nodules of the mixed beds are now composed 
qf epidote and recrystallized quartz and plagioclase feldspar. These 
metamorphic effects are also well seen in the Wreck Cove section. 
The lowe,r sequence is overlain by a coarse thick conglomerate 
containing subrounded quartz, volcanic and siltstone fragments up to 
4 inches in diameter set in a dirty red coarse arkosic groundmass. 
This conglo~rate, about 50 feet thick, 1s the thickest seen in all 
of the Cinq Isles exposures. 
The conglomerate fs overlain by a series of grey grits, 
sandstones, and silts; a few thin mixed beds and limestones are also 
,/ 
present. These sediments grade into a thick succession of meta silts 
and shales, dirty quartzites, pebble beds, and a few metamorphosed 
limestones and mixed beds. All of the finer sediments are hornfelsic 
and splintery in character. 
The top of the sequence is composed of meta s 11 ts and shales 
which are faulted against Cambrian sediments. 
\ 
/ 
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Ths ZotJer part of tfw section 
is ccmpoasd of quartaites, Ncrystaz:lised 
Umsatones, eilQ1, and a fBLJ rrri3:ed beds~ 
Mo~t of the quartaites are quite pure in · 
corrJ>Oeition and 17tlBsive.. The carbonate 
of the rrri.:ced beds has been ~ached and 
replaced by epidote, ~ol"!istalU.sed 
quarta and plagioclase feldspar. AU 
the fine1"-gr'Clined beds are homfe Z.sic 
ami splintery. 
Similar units IVi th the addition 
of scattered subl'Ounded quci.rta pebbles 
up to J/4 inch in diameter. 
Predominantly (Jl'ey sands tones and 
grits rvith a fet.J J'>8d silts and mixed beds. 
Metamorphic effects are present in the 
finer ·· sediments. 
, Thick, poorly s01•ted, coar.Be 
congLomerate consiati71{1 of CZ7"1g'14lar to 
sub:rounded quart:~, dark vol-canic and 
mudst0112 fragments set in a coarse dirty 
Mkoaic g:ro~s. Many of the pebbles 
moe as much as 5 inches in diameter. 
Within the C07t9lomero.te, shaley lenses 
up to one foot in thickness are pt"eaent. 
Coareet" conglomerate with pebbles 
up to 9 inches in diametet". 
Thick aLteM'Ulti "4 sequence of gr-ey 
sands tone•, timestO'ni3B and thin l'l'tized beds . 
This sequence is intruded by a -10 foot thick 
quarts fe td.spa:r dyke. Some dige,tion of the 
sediments has taken place on either aid£ of 
the porphyr-y WKZlls. Many of the fiM1"-
gro.ined sediments Ql"e hcrnfe'Leic. 
Thick series of sand1Jt<m2B, groits, 
red silts and ~d beds . Metamorphic 
effec(-s are minirml. eros# bedding in some 
of the (Jl'its indicates incoming depositionaL 
currents from the rtorlh and northeast. 
Unit 
Thicknsss 
(Feet) 
50 
20 
68 
Total 
Thickness 
(Fe.at) 
50 
70 
138 
45 183 
5 188 
/ 
106 294 
1461 44{1 
\ 
/ 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
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Massive meta silts and shaUis 
IJith a fBLJ dirty quartai~s and sandstOJUis. 
Massive meta silts~ shales and 
sandstones with a few mi.zsd beds and 
limestones. Alt of the oarbcmate shOCJs 
metamorphia effects. This section 
is cut by a 40 foot thick quarts fe!dspar 
d.11ke. 
Grits~ sandstones~ pebble beds LJi th 
a fBLJ thin siZ.ts and nrized beds. Pebbl.es 
IJithin the aongZ.omerates are domir.antlw 
quarts with a few dark aolow-ed volCanics 
and red silts. ScatteJ<ed quarta pebb~s 
up to J/4 inch in di<;mtete7' are present 
within many of the sandStones and grits. 
The top of the section is acmposed 
of thiak rrr:::wsive meta silts~ shales and 
qwzrta i tes. Three quarts fe ld.epa:r dykes 
and at least two doter-lte dykis aut the 
sequence. Tor.Jard.s the contacit with the 
C.amb"Pian the beds c:tre broken; and arwJhed. 
The bittle Harbour Section 
Unit 
'11ticlawss 
(F•et_J _ 
40 
121 
24 
. 95 
'Total 
TJzicknsstJ 
~!1_ 
480 
601 ~ 
625 
120 
The Cinq Isles Formati~n at little Harbour 1s the smallest 
/ 
. exposure of the C1nq Isles Formation in Cinq Islands Bay. The 
outcrop is in the form of a ~mall island no more than 150 f~t 
in length joined to the maiftland by a sand bar _.ich fs covered 
at high tide. About 85 feet of beds are exposed at little Harbour. 
The succession is composed of two thick massive conglomerates 
separated by a sequence of finer~grafned grey sandstones, silts and 
mixed beds. These sediments show little similarity to those at 
Spyglass Cqve. befnq more closely related to the C1nq Isles of Belle 
Bay. 
0 ·. 
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· Coarse aong Z.omsro.te ao"{)~tie<j. , of 
angu'tar to subroUTided quarta, fine grain 
volaanic and mudstone pebbZes set in a 
coarse arkosic rrr:ztM.:r. Some of the pebbles 
are J4) to 4 inches in diamete1'. A few 
Lenses of pl"edominant Z.y coarse arkose are 
pNeent t.ri.thin the bed. 
AUernating red silts, mixed beds, 
fine sandstones and thin li~stones. 
Coar-se aonglomerote similar t;o the 
lot.>er bed, al.aets within the unit are coapae 
and up to 6 inches in diamete1'. 
The T11t Point Section 
Unit 
Thickns38 
(Feet) 
25 
40 
20 
The Cinq Isles at T1lt Point has been brought upward and 
.northwestward by fault movement to lie aga 1 nst the younger Pools 
Cove Formation. 
Total 
Thiobu!ss 
(Feet) 
. . 
25 
65 
85 
Above the fault plane the lower part of the section is composed 
of sandstones, silts, mixed beds and limestones, many with scattered 
quartz fragments. Most of the beds are less than .& feet 1n thickness. 
i 
These beds pass into a coarse thick poorly sorted conglomerate 
composed of quartz, volcanic and red mudstone fragmeAts set 1n a 
coarse arkosic grounBT!ass ~ 
The upper sequence of the sect1 on above the conglomerate 
is made up of grits, sandstones-- many with scattered quartz pebbles, 
pebble bands, sifts, thin limestones and m1xed beds. W1th1n some of · 
the 'grits vague cross bedding 1s present indicating incoming 
depositional currents from the rtortheast. T~ top of the section 1s 
bounded by the ocean. 
' / 
I 
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The 'Lower part of the sequence 
is composed of an al-ternating series of 
grey sandstones, mi:r:ed beds, Umestcmss 
and sitts. Many of the sandstones contain 
a matri:z: of oal'bortate betiJeen the quana 
graina. Carbonatfl within the mized beds 
is ~minly noduZal' (see Pl-ate 15). Scat-
tered quarts pebbl-es are corrmon !Jithin 
some of the sandstones, they are usually 
less than 1/2 inch in diameter. 
Coarse, _poorl-y sorted oongZ.omerate 
oorrpoeed of quartz, dark. vol.canio siltstone 
and phyllite pebbles set in a coarse 
arkosic grouncbrr:zss. Some qua.rta pebbl.es 
are as much as 6 inches in diameter, most 
are l.ess than 2 inches. 
/lbssive grits and sandstones !Jith 
thin quartz pebbl.e bed len.ees. Subro!.l1lli£d 
quart.a pebbl-es up to J/4 inch in diameter 
are soattel'ed throughout the COal'Bel' 
grits and sandstones. Some of the grits 
contain a carbonate groundrmss. 
Grey grits and sandstones r.M.th 
scattered quartz pebbles. Some of the 
finel' sandstones oontain 110duZ.es of 
carbonate up to 1 inch in diameter com-
pl'ising up to 251 of the rook in pLaces. 
Carbonate as a grounc:lJmss is present in 
a few of the sandstones and gM.ts. 
Mi:r:ed beds, l'ed si.Zts and a few 
thin sandstones. 
The upper section is conv>ose.d pre-
dominantLy of red silts and rrrizsd beds, a 
few thin sandstones are present. Cross 
bedding !Jithin some of the sandstorult 
indicates inooming current s from the north 
and northBaSt. 
Mixed beds, r-ed silts, thin grey 
Limestones and sandstones. Fet.J of the beds 
are over J feet in thickness. 
Unit 
Thicknes~ 
(Feet) 
130 
70 
67 
JJ 
20 
40 
22 
'· 
- .· , ·~"':/.'· . • J -
,t 
· ··I 
-
Total 
'Ifli.dcnsss 
fF4etJ 
130 
200 
267 1 
300 
320 
J60 
382 
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Mixed bed of grey carbonate nod 
within red silt. From the lowe 
sequence of the Tilt Point sect·on. 
PLATE 15 
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The Wreck Cove Section 
The Wreck Cove section is the only complete section of the 
Cinq Isles Fonmation exposed in the Great Bay de l'Eau area. 
The base of the succession, exposed at Salmonier Cove 
unconfonnably overlies dated Cambrian silts an~ mudstones. The 
contact surface is relatively smooth with only a few small 
undulations present. The basal unit of the Cinq Isles Fonmation 
is devoid of any carbonate material. This unit is composed of 
hornfelsic siltstones, sandstones and pebble beds. some of which 
" ~ are coarse. The first indication of carbonate is seen 60 feet 
above the contact. The limestone is in the form of small nodules 
within ·a mixed bed. This unit as well as other fine-grained b~s 
in much of the lower section shows the effect of slight metamorphism. 
The metamorphism is probably due to the emplacement of the Ackley 
Batholith and related fntr~sions, however, no dykes are seen within 
' 
j 
the Wreck Cove section. Most or all -of the carbonate in this ftrst -
mixed bed has been leached out. The nodules are now epidote ric~ 
green in colour. The rest of the material in the nodule is composed 
of recrystallised quartz and plagioclase feldspar. The silts of the 
mixed beds are dark and hornfelsfc fn character. 
The lower part of the sequence is made up of red silts. mixed 
• 0 beds, thfn limestones and a few sandstones. Less variety of form is 
seen in these units than those present in the Cfnq Isles of the Belle 
Bay area. Current d'rectfons in cross beds wfthfn the sandstones 
indicate east-northeast fncomfng currents. 
Above thfs sequence sandstones and grits become more important. 
. ' 
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' . 
The metamorphic effects seen lower in the succession are less 
cOfllllOn. 
Further up the sequ!nce a wedge of dated Cambrian argillites 
is thrust into the Cinq Isles Formation. The thrysted rocks are part 
, of the Upper Cambrian. Salmonier Cove Formation. They are about 150 
feet thick and contains trilobites and brachiopods. Th1s section 
. 
of the Cinq Isles is the most structurally complex of the Great Bay 
de l'Eau area. Elsewhere within the sequence Aonnal faults disrupt 
the strata, at one point about 80 feet of beds are overturned due 
to faulting and folding. 
Above the thrusted Cambrian rocks the sequence "1 s made up 
of sandstones, grits, mixed beds and limestone bands. Metamorphic 
effects are uncommon at this level . Some of the limestones are quite 
thick. One partfcvlar band is 20 feet in thfckneSSi the thickest 
single limestone unit of any Cinq Isles section. 
· In the upper sequence sandstones and gritty s~ndstones and 
grits bee~ increasingly important. They ran~from relatively clean 
quartzite~ and·arkoses to dirty quartz feldspar ~astics containing 
varying amounts af volcanic fragments and clay material. Lateral 
variation of the beds in this upper section is conwnon. Metamorphic 
( 
effects within the finer sedimefts are in places abundant. 
The unconformable cont~ct with the overlying Great Bay de 1' Eau 
Formation is well exposed on the headland just south of the community 
of Wreck Cove. The upper part of the C1nq Isles Formation 1s gently 
folded into a broad shallow open fold. The base of the Great Bay de 
l'Eau Formation is c~osed of a thick conglomerate made up of limestone 
) 
\ _ _,. 
-../ 
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boulders up to 2 feet 1n thickness set in a coa'rse. J>uff coloured 
arkosic groundmass . . 
Coarse grained dark grey sandstorw 
unconfornr:zbl,y oveT'l-ying grey CCD'Tibrian 
117%4dstcmes and silts. Within this ,basal 
Wtit s-ubrounded quartz pebbl-es and angular 
frogments of the CCIII'brian sediments are 
present. 
Coarse dirty buff coloured grit 
cont4ining subrowuied quartz pebbles, 
Ccuri;rian silt and mudstone fragments uri th 
a few quartzite and rhyolite fragments. 
Coarse pebble bed composed of 
quartz pebb 1-es, angu laP Cambrian silts and 
mudStones, quartzites, and a few rhyolite 
fragments s~t in a dark grey grit matrix. 
Some of the quartz frogmen ts aPe as much 
as 8 inches in 'diameter. most are less than 
2 1/2 inches. The bed is hard and 
co"f?acted and stands out from the surT'owuiing 
sediments. 
Pebble bed simi tar to the undeTlying 
unit but tJi th a de en-eased clast s !ze. 
Coarse grefj grit z.Ji th a f ew thin 
pebble band l-enses. 
Coarse pebble bed with subrotmded 
quartz pebbl-es up to 5 inches in diameter. 
Dark grey massive sands tone. 
Red siltstorw, hornfe ls ic and 
spli nteTy with a few thi n sand~ laminations . 
Mixed bed of small ovoid nodul-e s 
t.rithin a dark red bror.m hoT""lfelsic silt. The 
nodules occur in thin bands 2-3 inches thick 
every foot or so throughout the bed. Nodules 
shoc.J the effects of,metamcn•phism. They are 
CcmJJOSed of l'f!c~stallised quartz and plagio-
1 cZase fe1-d8par wtth epidote (see Plate 16). 
Unit 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
1 
8 
15 
s 
4 
10 
12 
· .... _ 
Total 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
1 
8 
24 
29 
J4 
38 
48 
'60 
65 
, ·, 
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Metamorphosed mixed bed. Recrystallised 
leached nodules within dark hornfelsic 
splintary siltstone. From about the 100 
foot level of the Wreck Cove section. 
PLATE 16 
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Unit 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
Thick succession of alternati~ 
mixed beds, red silts, thin limestones with 
a fetJ sandstones and grits. Few of the 
units e~eed 10 feet in thickness, all 
boundaries are sharp. Cross bedding within 
some of the coarser beds indicate incoming 
curl'ents f'rom the rtOrtheast and east-
northeast. All of the beds show signs of 
me tarrrJ rphis m. ,. 
Al ternating red silts, mixed beds 
and thin limestones. Some of the beds~ 
show metanorphic effects , others dor: 't. 
,, 
A coai>se~1ing of the sequence with 
t he dominant beds being sancurtones and 
grit,s . . These vary from cl.ean qual"tzites to 
arkoses to dirty coarse grits composed of 
q uar'tz, uolcanic frogments, and feldspars. 
Some of the units contain sub:rouru:J.ed quartz 
pebbles usually less than 1/2 inch in 
diameter. Thin T'ed silts and mixed beds, 
some shar.Jing slight metamor'phism effects 
are a lao p1"6sen t. 
A wedge o: Upper Camb'riar. argillites 
bounded by two (aults atriking 100°£, tke 
nnrtherr: fault dipping ?0°W cmd fhe aouther'Z.'Li 
nr.e dippi11g 4E 0 .'JW. The wedge is composed of 
about 150 feet of the Salmonier' Cove Forrrv.tior., 
b Z ue grey slates, si Z ts, and sha Zes. TOtJ<J.rds 
the south the sediments are darker in colour, 
thinly bedded an.d fissil.e. 1?1ey are date,-f 
or: t he presence of a number oJ Trilobites 
belonging to the genus Peltu~ and brachio-
podB of the Lingulella and abolus t!.ipea . 
Aoo lJe the r.JeJgt3 the Cinq Isles seJii"''Bnts ha~'e 
suffered 6nl'Li minor b1'6aking ar:d em: t o rtior.. 
I?Jin imFure limestone with Plia~t 
me tarr~arr:h <~C' •ffects . l'artia Zly broken'" c ue 
to the thr'UBt faults. 
Masei ve &irk grey silty sandstom: 
r...':: ti: a <alight carbonate l"'rltr'ix. 
143 
220 
Total 
ThicknSas 
(Feet) 
208 
250 
4?0 
4 7~ 
4 78 
~· . 
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Alt;ernat;ing series of red silt;s~ 
mixed beds~ sandst;ones and grit;s. Few of 
t;he beds are over 8 feet; in t;hickness. 
Boundaries are locally gradat;ional~ most; 
are sharp. 
Thick massive pale t;o medium grey 
limesf;;one. Thin laminae of red silt; ~ 
present; in t;he upper part;. This is t;he 
t;hickest; single limesi.;one unit; in all of 
t;he Cinq Isles exposures. 
Thick sequence of qrey sandst;ones~ 
red siZt;s~ mixed beds and limesf;;ones. Wit;hin 
a few of t;he sandst;ones small subrounded 
quarf;;z pebbles are present;. 
The Upper sequence is composed of 
massive grey sandst;ones~ many wit;h subrounded 
quarf;;z pebbles up t;o 2 1/2 inches in diamet;er~ 
red silt;s9 mixed beds and limesf;;ones (Plat;e 
17). Met;amorphic e ffect;s are abundant; in 
places. 
The cont;act; wit;h t;he overlying Great; 
Bau de l 'Eau Format;ion is uncon_formab le. It; 
is well exposed on the headZand just south 
of Wreck Cove (Plate 18). The upver vart; of 
the Cinq IsZes sequence has been gently folded 
into a broad shallow open fold~ t;hese beds at; 
t;he contact; dip 15° to the sout;hwest;. The 
younger Great; Bay de l'Eau Format;ion dips 
35° sout;hwest; at; t;he conf;;act. The lower part; 
of t;he formation is composed of t;hick conglom-
eraf;;es of limest;one boulders up t;o 2 feet in 
thickness~ red shale fragments and quartz 
pebbles set; in a coarse buff coloured arkosic 
groundmass. These thick conglomeraf;;es are 
succeeded by massive buff arkoses comprising 
t;he bulk of t;he Great; Bay de l'Eau Format;ion. 
Unit; 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
220 
20 
235 
260 
Tot;al 
Thickness 
(Feet;) 
698 
718 
953 
1213 
The Cing Isles exposures on the western side of Great Bay de l'Eau 
On the western side of Great Bay de l'Eau there are two 
small Cinq Isles exposures. In each case they are shore line exposures 
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Thick sequence of limestones, sandstones 
and silts from the upper sequence of the 
Wreck Cove section. 
PLATE 17 
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The unconformable contact between the Cinq 
Isles Formation and the overlying Great 
Bay de 1 'Eau Formation just south of Wreck 
Cove. The Cinq Isles Formation is gently 
folded into a broad shallow open fold. 
PLATE 18 
\_. 
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outctopping from sea level to the junction with the Great Bay de l'Eau 
conglomerate. The successions are composed predominantly of red 
shales, mixed beds .and limestone bands which are somewhat more similar 
to those seen in Belle Bay than at Wreck Cove. Unlike Wreck Cove 
there are no signs at all of any metamorphic effects of the limestone 
and shale in these outcrops. The thi"ckest exposunt is .from Bacon 
Point to Michael Day Cove where 341 feet of beds are seen. A hundred 
yards southwe-st the upper 150 feet of this section is repeated along 
strike due to topography at White Point. The second exposure is 
3 miles northeast at Little Bay Head at the entrance to little Bay 
where 100 feet of Cinq Isles sediments are present. 
The Section from Bacon Point to Michael Day Cove 
The base of the section along this coastline is bounded by the 
sea. The lower part of the_5equence is made up of red siltstones, 
~·--
mixed beds, limestone bands and a few fine-grained reddish grey 
sandstones. Few of the beds are over 6 feet in thickness. especi~l l y 
the 1 imestones which are uslla lly. 1 ess than 3 feet. Overlying these 
beds is a thick layer of poorly bedded impure somewhat nodular- lime-
stone. Within this bed thin lenses a d laminations of red silts 
and sandstones are present as well as cattered clastic particles. 
Further up the sequence other seen. 
The upper sequence of this up of an intra-
'· formational breccia and mixed beds of carbonate within silt. and 
carbonate within red sandstone. The contact with the overlyihg Great 
Bay de l'Eau Formation is a strike slip fault whic~ cuts through a 
_.· 
• 
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once d1sconforma.le erosional surface. On either side of the fault 
the beds are crushed and broken for a f@W feet. The upper 150 feet 
-, 
of the C1nq Isles and 1ts contact with th~ Great Bay de l'Eau 
Formation 1s repeated a few hundred yards southwest along strike 
due to the topography at White Point. 
Unit 
· Thickness 
(Feet) 
-· -.. Red siltstones. mixed beda. 
li~stone bands and a few thin fine-
gro'ined reddish grey sandstones. Few of 
the beda aro over 6 feet thick. A few 
scattel'ed rounded qWlrtz pebbles up to 
l/2 i nch in diameter aroe pl'esent irz 
the sandstones. 
Thick poorly bedded impw>e medium 
grey limestones. nodular in part . Thin 
lens-like laminations of red silts. 
sandstones and grits are well defined. 
Scattered red silt and sandstone particles 
corrprise as I'I"'UUh as 15~ of the unit in 
places. 
Medium grey fine-grained massive 
feutureless limestone. A few noduLar 
horizons are present. The. bed tJeathers 
to a sharp hackly surface. , 
Rubbl-y nodular limestone set in 
aaaley red shale rrr:ztrix. the crushed 
limestone nodules are due to a small 
strike. sl-ip faul-t within the unit. 
Complex thinly laminated bed of 
red silts. fir.e sandstones and limestone 
(see Pl-ate 19). The laminations up to 
J/4 inch in thickness appear in wve l-ike 
forms -'with a distance of 4 inches . from · • 
crest to crest . Many of the red si Z-t 
and sandstone Laminations are broken. the 
s paces bet:ween are fil-Led with grey micrite . 
200 
20 
25 
lt) 
10 
'l'otal 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
200 
220 
245 
260 
270 
i 
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Thinly laminated grey micrite, red silt 
and fine silty sand in wave like forms. 
The unit is overlain by a thick massive 
grey impure limestone. From the 270 foot 
level of the Bacon Point to Michael Day Cove 
section, Great Bay de 1 'Eau. 
PLATE 19 
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Unit 
Thioknees 
(Feet) 
Grey. fine-groined limestone with 
few ecattel'ed silt and sand particles. 
Grey fine-groained limestone with thir1 
l"ed silt laminq.tions. 10 
Thick introj'orrrrztional limestorle b:roec~a. 
Compoaed of an!J14lar limestone blocks up to 18 
inahea i n diameter that have been to:ron up then 
l"edeposited ve:roy nearoZ.y in place with very UttZ.e 
:roetJo:roking o:r tronspol'tation. Between the cl.asts 
ie a coarse T'ed grey angular quartz fe ldaparo 
sandstone. 25 
Mixed bed of nodules up to 6 inohea in 
diameter set in a coarse red aandetone which 
oomp:roises 5-..UJ% of the r-ock in the ZeNe:ro part 
inl:!reaeing to 20~ higher• i'¥1 the unit. 10 
Impu:roe limes tone bands interlaye roed with 
roed ei lt and fine eands tone. 5 
Limestone conglome:roate ma.de up of da:I'k 
g:roey, r>ed groey sub round to round limestone 
pebbles 1-2 inches in diaJ1"ete:ro set in a mediwn 
groey limestone ma.troix. The Lower parot of 
the bed contai-ns about 40'1. roed s~ate with,in the 
ma.tnx. This is absent to ro:roe i n the upper 
part of the bed. 
Fault crushed fine-grained I'eddi.s,h groey 
limestone . 
12 
4 
Total. 
Thioknees 
(Feet) 
275 
285 
JlO 
J20 
325 
3 3? 
341 
Above this 'bed the contact with the overlying Great Bay de 
l'Eau col')glomerate is present (Plate 20). The contact is in the fonn 
of a strike sHp fault which cuts through a once di.sconfor.mable 
surface. On either s 1 de of the ,. fault the beds are crushed and broken 
for a few feet . The Great Bay de 
above the contact 1 s made up of a 
1' Eau conglomera1 iiiJflediately 
coarse red sandstone containing 
\) 
- 63 - PLATE 20 
The upper part of the Cinq Isles Formation 
(left) in contact with the Great Bay de 1 'Eau 
Formation of the Bacon Point to Michael Day 
Cove section at White Point. Brunette and 
Sagona Islands in the background. 
I' 
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reworked angular C1nq Isles shale fragments and {mpure limestone. 
, 
Present within the sandstone are some small carbonate nodules. 
Above this basal un1t the Great Bay de l'Eau conglomerate continues 
·as thick massive units of red arkosic sandstone w1ttl, a few limestones · 
I\ 
and shale fragments. Pebble incursions are seen in places. ' The 
pebbles are up to 5 inches in diameter. Imbrication of many of the 
pebbles indicates a depositional current from the northwest. 
Little , Bay Head 
The exposure at Little Bay Head comprises about 100 feet of 
' 
red silts and shales, mixed beds, m1cr1t1c limestones. pebbl~ 4rit 
beds and sandstones. 
Unit 
Thickness 
(Fee t ) 
Massive grey and red grey sandstones 
and grits~mposed' of angular to subrounded 
quartz and plagioclase feldspar fragments 
l.Ji th a [< · subrol.O'I.dled volcanic partie Z.es. 
Pebble le es are present l.Jithin t hese 
coarse s nee and grits. The pebbles 
are subnowuied and are predominantly 
quartz with a few granites and angular 
red shale and limestone · fragments. JO 
Thick massive limestones containing 
a few thin red sa1u:iatone and silt beds up 
to 2 inches thick. The limes~one is 
relatively pure and fine-grained, in places 
a red sands tone rrr:zt:M.x comp:M.sing up to 
15~ of the rock is present. The limestones 
are nodular in part . 40 
Al.urnating ae:M.es of miud beds, thin 
sands and limestones. ' The limestones are 
nodu lar. Few of the beds are· over 3 feet 
in thickr:.ess. JO 
... 
r---
Total 
Thickness 
(Feet) 
JO 
?0 
100 
.. 
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The contact ~ith the overlying Great Bay de l'Eau con--
glomerate is in the form of a disconformity. In places the actual 
surface has been obscured by a small strike slip fault. The contact 
is very similar to that seen on the east side of East Ba7, Belle 
i 
Bay between the Cinq Isles and the Pools Cove Formation. 
The Great Bay de 1 'Eau conglomerate above the contact is 
}I 
made up of a thfn basal layer of red shale followed by thick arkosic 
units. Within the lowest units a few thin bands of small impure 
1 imestone nodules are present. Pebble bands up to 2 feet thic:.k 
are seen in so~ of the a~oses. The pebbles are angular to 
subround and up to 4 inches in diameter. The majority of the pebbles 
are granites with a few dark volcanics and some torn up shale and 
limestone fragments . 
• • ~0 
The Cing Is,es at ~altwater Pond 
A small outcrQp of Cinq Isles Formation is seen near Saltwater 
Pond just south of Jersey Harbour. one mile due east of Harbour 
Breton. The exposure is in the form of a thin sliver of crushed 
Cinq Isles faulted between Connaigre Volcan}cs to the north and 
Great Bay de 1 'Eau conglQmerate to the south. The thin wedge of 
~. 
•.:_. ... 
sediment is no more than 80 feet in thickness. The beds strike · 
northeast and dip 75° northwest, the bounding faults have similar 
attitudes. 
The exposure· is made up Of thin bedded red grey shales. 
impure limestones. some up to 5 feet in thickness, and a few mixed 
beds. Mpny of the nodules in the mixed beds have a squeezed out 
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The Little Bay Head section of grey 
limestones, mixed beds, red shales and 
sandstones of the Cinq Isles Formation 
overlain on the right by red conglomerates 
and arkoses of the Great Bay de 1 •Eau 
Formation. 
PLATE 21 
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appe'arance due to the movement of the faults. None of the carbonate 
of the mixed beds is pure. They are all somewhat reddish grey in 
colour with up to 10% containing red silt and fine sandstone 
particles. 
The sliver of Cinq Isles Formation is•probably from high up 
in the succession and has been faulted into what is the l i thologically 
typical lower part of the Great Bay de ) ' Eau sequence . 
,•, 
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CHAPTER III 
SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Introduction 
The Cinq Isles formation is made up of ,red and grey argHlite's·, 
grey 1 i mes tones, mixed beds, red and grey sands tones and grit's and 
quartz pebble conglomerates. Most characteristic of the formation 
are the limestones and mixed beds of nodules and interconnecting 
.., ,------""" ma~s of micritic limestone within silts and s·endstones . These mixed 
~ds are commonly associated with red and grey silts and shales and 
form thick alternating sequences in most sections. 
limestone beds may reach 20 feet in thickness but as a rule 
are less than 4 feet in thickness. Most are featureless, but in a 
few places the limestone has a concretionary appearance. limestone 
also occurs as a matrix in some sandstones and quartz conglomerates. 
Sandstone units range from clear quartzites and arkoses to 
a dark coloured rock cont~ining clastic material made up of quartz, 
volcanic rock, feldspar and siltstone fragmeAts. 
The conglomerates, although relatively minor in abundance 
constitute a wide variety of characteri'stic rock types. Some are red 
or grey sandstones with scattered 'hite quartz pebbles, others have 
pebbles of quartz, granite, gneis~,';orc~ic .rock, red silt and 
(' 
sandstone in an arkosic red sandstone matrix . 
. I 
Current direction indicators within some of the sandstones, 
grits and pebble beds indicate incoming currents from a northerly and 
northeasterly direction. These current direction features include 
•· 
· .( 
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tabular cross bedding, trough cross bedding and pebble imbrications . 
The Cinq Isles Formation and the overlying conglomerates contain a 
. variety of clasts derived from older terrains in the Fortune Bay area. 
These clasts include Simmons Brook granite, Precambrian Long Harbour 
Group volcani~~~nd sediments, Upper Cambrian argillites and gneisses 
and schists from the Garrison Hills metamorphic terrain of the Central 
~ 
\.-· Mobile Belt. The occurrence of these rAetamorphic clasts indicates 
either a possible sedime11tary' link · between thE: Central Mobile Belt 
and the Av.alon Platform or derivation from a metamorphiE basement 
underlying the Avalon Platform. 
Fine-Grained Clastics 
Rep and grey silts and shales make up about 30~ of the Cinq ~ 
Isles Formation . The most ·corrrrfn fine clastic is a red, e.ven'· ... Qrained 
shale consisting of haematite~stained quartz grains with nu~rous 
small flakes of clastic muscpvite. Fine-grained clasi)Ycs are found 
throughout the succession bu" because of the increasedcoarseness of 
the sediments in the upper pa~ they tend to be more common in the 
middle and lower parts of the section. 
• The amount of muscovite in the red shales varies from about 
5% to as much as 15't in some beds. The mica flakes are absent to 
uncoouoon in the silts. Grey silts and shales make up about l /3 of the 
total fine - grained clastic content, the amount of clast ic muscovite 
in them is similar to that of the red shales . 
These units are rarely found in beds over four feet thick. 
Th~ are usually from 6 ins. - 2 feet in thickness. Many silts and 
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shales are corrmonly present as thin beds and laminae within other 
sediment types. 
Silts and shales are fairly evenly distributed in the l ower 
. ) 
-' and upper parts of the succession with the exception of the Spoon ) 
' 1 Cove Member outcropping at Spoon Cove on the western side of North Bay. 
At this location few fine-gr·ained sediments are seen within the 
/ /.- several hundred feet of sandstone present. Within the upper parts 
of the succession fine-grained clastics are less common because of 
the increased amoun~s of coarser sediment. 
At the base of the Cinq Isles Formation at Parsons Cove on 
· the eastern side of East Bay and to , the north of the Pools Cove-
Belleoram road west of s'trl.nons Brook up to about 25% red silt is 
mixed wi .th the coarse angular quartz feldspar material derived from 
the Sirrmons Brook granite. Further west on the Pools Cove-Belleoram 
road the Pools c9.ve Formation is locally separated from the Simmons 
Brook granite by about three feet of red shale and siltstone that 
has unsorted angular pink fe 1 dspar fragments and a few Sii!ITlons Brook 
granite pebbles. The red shale, atypical of the Pools Cove Fonnation 
is interpreted to represent local pockets of Cinq Isles Formation 
preserved at the base of the sedimentary succession. 
SiJts and shales are usually associated with mixed beds. Thick 
beds alternating series of mixed beds and fine-grained clastics are 
coi11Tl0nly seen in many of the sections . Boundaries between the~  
..,.... ·~' 
units tend to be quite sharp (Plate 23). 
Silts and shales are the softest rocks of the Cinq Isles 
( 
I 
Formation. Most have been eroded a few inches below the level · of other 
) 
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nearby units. Where parts of the section have been eroded back 
and covered by b~ach material, this is thought to be due to the high 
amount of fine-grained clastic material present. In the lower and 
middle parts of the Wreck Cove section and the Spyglass Cove section 
dyke intrusions related to the Ackley Batholith have locally meta-
morphosed the silts and shales into a hard splintery hornfelsic rock 
which resists erosion. 
Mixed Beds 
The mixed beds of carbonate material within silt, shale and 
locally sandstone and grit give the Cinq Isles Formation its unique-
ness. Mixed beds in all their various forms make up about 20% of 
the succession. The dominant form of the carbonate is nodular. However, 
all 9radations are seer~ from nodules to lumps and masses to inter-
fingering networks to individual laminae. The carbonate is usually 
micritic and pale to med i um gr~y in colour. Few of the mixed beds 
are over 5 feet in thickness, most tend to be from 2-3 feet. 
Some of the Cinq Isles sequences contain significantly lower 
amounts of mixed beds than others. The Spyglass Cove section and 
the lower part of the Wreck Cove section conta in only about 10-15% 
mixed Ce'ds. Mixed beds are absent in the Spoon Cove -member west of 
North Bay, Belle Bay. Other sections, such as the upper part of the 
t 
type section, where coarse beds are dominant, show little or no 
diminution in the amount of mixed beds. The carbonate in these 
successions occurs as _a groundmass or lumps and masses with red 
arkosic sandstones and grits . \ 
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Nodu 1 es range from l/4 to 3 inches in d i amet!r (Plates 22A 
& B). The amount of carbonate nodules in a mixed bed ranges from 
5-50%. Any increase in amount and/or size results in a coalescence 
of the carbonate to form large lumps and masses (Plate 23A). The 
coalescence can also take the form of a vague interconnecting 
network of carbonate within the sur~unding sediment (Plate 238) . 
The form of the carbonate within the coarser sediments is somewhat 
different from that within s 11 ts and fine sandstones. Mixed beds 
of carbonate within coarse sandstones and gr1ts are more cOillllOnly 
present in the upper sequences. This is particularly true of the 
exposures around Belle Bay. These coarser sediments are red arkosic 
sandstones and grits, many of which contain sub-rounded quartz pebbles 
up to one inch or so in diameter. The carbonate within these beds 
r.anges from a groundmass _comprising about 10% of the rock. to inter-
connecting lumps and masses making up to 70-80% of the bed (Plates 
24A and B). In these coarser deposits. carbonate nodules and laminae 
are rare to absent. 
The carbonate of the mixed beds is pale to medium grey in 
colour and very fine grained in texture. Much of the carbonate is 
featureless except for a few small nodu1es which have a vague oolitic 
like structure. Microscopic examination of the material shows an 
almost featureless unifonnly crystalline micrite. A few small lenses 
and patches of sparite are present in the micrites of the fine 
sediments . The carbonate of the coarser sediments commonly contains 
more sparite. Some of the cr:~stals are moderately coarse, up to 1 lTIT1 
in diameter .' The sparite_ in these coarser beds occurs as irregular 
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PLATE 22 
A. Mixed bed of carbonate blebs within red silt. 
Specimen from the lower part of the type section. 
B. Mixed bed of carbonate blebs and small nodules within 
fine red sandstone. Specimen from the middle part of 
the section east of North Bay. 
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PLATE 23 
A. Mixed bed of carbonate nodules and masses within red 
silt. The mixed bed is bound by two silt units. From 
the middle part of the section east of East Bay. 
(G.S.C. 153483). 
B. Mixed bed of nodules and interconnecting carbonate network 
within red silt. From the middle part of the section east 
of East Bay (G.S.C. 153456). 
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PLATE 24 
A. Mixed bed of interconnecting carbonate masses within · coarse 
red arkosic grits with quartz pebbles. From the upper part 
of the type section. (G.S.C. 153448). 
B. Mixed bed dominantly composed of interconnecting carbonate 
masses within red arkosic sandstone. Overlain by red arkosic 
grits with quartz pebbles. From the upper part of the type 
section. (G.S.C. 153454). 
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lumps and lens like bodies within the.fine-gra1ned carbonate. 
The carbonate of the fine sedimtnt rarely contains an admixture 
of the fine sediment. Under the microscope small cracks are seen within 
the carbonate around the margin which introduce some silt into the material 
(Plate 25).\ The carbonate of the coarser sandstones and grits contains 
as much as 10-15% of the surrounding sediment. 
The boundaries between the carbonate and the enclosing sediment are 
usually quite sharp (Plate 26) . Within the finer sediments mixed beds 
are usually overlain and underlain by shales and silts rather than lime-
stones. Gradational boundaries are more COII'ITIOn within the coarser sediments . 
Where a gradation occurs it is conmonly over 1 ess than one foot. Mixed 
beds are rarely over 5 feet · in thickness. Lens 1 i k.e bed forms are very 
uncommon. 
Many of these mixed beds are similar to lithologies described by 
Freshney (1961) from the Lower Cambrian Cementstone Group of the Midland 
. ~:· Valley of Scotland. According to Freshney, analysis of a series of insoluble 
residue and Ca/Mg ratios from an underlying shale through a nodular cement-
stone and up into an ov.er.lying shale indjcates that the nodular cement-
stones may have been fanned by differential vertical segregation within 
unconsolidated carbonate muds . 
Freshney found that the typically sharp contact between the carbonate 
and the enclosing sediment corresponds with a sudden rise of the ·ca/Mg 
ratio from the silt or shale into the carbonate nodule and a sudden drop 
in the insoluble residue content. The sharp basal contact is interpreted 
by Fre&hney as a former impenneable . layer to downward migrating solutions. 
The solutions presumably leach the carboAate from the overlying calcareous 
muds wh.ile · the muds are unconsolida~ed. The downward, migrating solutions 
then deposit carbonate above the impenneable layer in the form of nodules 
. . 
·-
.l ., 
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PLATE 25 
Photo-micro of a contact between a fine gr~ined carbonate nodule · 
towards the bottom of the picture and red silt towards the top. 
Note cracking at the edge of the nodule and the introducti on of 
red silt. The specimen is from a carbonate nodule, red silt 
mixed bed from the Little Harbour section. Plain polarised light 
X 20. 
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PLATE 26 
Fine red sandstone unit ove.rlain and underlain by mixed 
beds. Note the sharp contacts. From the middle part of 
the section west of North Bay. 
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' 
or a nodular layer. A similar origin is proposed for the mixed bed 
lithologies of the Cinq Isles Formation. 
Some of the mixed beds of the Wreck Cove and Spy~lass Cove 
sections have been slightly metamorphosed by dyke intrusions, possibly 
related to the Ackley Batholith . Much of the carbonate of the mixed 
beds has been leached out . The nodules there are slightly green in 
colour du'e to a fine-grained epidote content of as much as 10% . The rest 
of the nodule is made up of about equal ~arts of coarse-grained quartz_ 
and plagioclase feldspar. The nodules of these metamorphosed mixed beds 
are hard~r than the fresh variety and stand out on a weathered surface. 
The silts and shales of these metamorphosed mixed beds are dark reddish ~ 
brown in colour and hornfelsic in character. These metamorphosed mixed 
beds were erroneously identified as amygdaloidal volcanics by Hutchinson 
(1962). 
Limestones 
Limestones accoynt for about 15% of the Cin~ Isles Formation . 
They range from a fine grained micritic limestone light to dark grey in 
colour to coarse crystalline sparry limestones containing scattered quartz 
grains and pebbles . In the coarser parts of the upper sections limestone 
forms a groundmass for some sandstones and pebble beds . Most 1 imestone 
beds are less than 4 feet -in thickness. 
The most common type of limestone is a light to medium grey 
micrite, massively bedded and featureless weathering to a hard ~ agged 
surface. These micrites contain varying amounts of silt and mud material ·-......._ 
;either scattered or as thin laminae or lenses (Plate 27) . As the propor-
tion of this contained material · increases so the colour of the l"ock darkens 
·. 
causing some micrites to be very dark grey in colour. These limestones 
c 
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PLATE 27 
Reddish grey micritic limestone containing scattered red 
silt. - Note the rough weathered surface. From the middle 
part of the section east of East Bay. 
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are in most places 6 inches - 2 feet in thickness. In. the upper part of 
the Wreck Cove section one limestone bed is 20 feet in thickness, this is 
the thickest single limestone bed of all Cinq Isles Formation exposures . 
Limestones are commonly associated with silts, shales, sandstones and to 
a lesser extent mixed beds . . The boundaries are coomonly gradational, over 
an inch or so. from one rock to another (Plate 2). Boundaries in places 
can be sharp . Locally in some of the upper sections the upper boundary 
of a limestone overlain by coarse sandstones presents an irregular torn 
r.· 
up surface. (Plate 17, upper surface of limestone. units). 
Some limestones, especially those in the middle and upper parts of 
the sections contain angular to rounded . fragments of limestone, commonly 
fine grained, cemented together by carbonate material of a similar or 
slightly coarse nature. These units vary from a scattering of limestone 
fragments to as much as 80% contained limestone fragments . Many of these 
fragments can be up to 1 l/2 inches in diameter; commonly they range from 
l/4-3/4 inch in diameter. A limestone bed from the middle part of the 
section on the east shore of East Bay consists of about 60% of limestone 
balls and folded fragments about 1/4-1/2 inch in diamet~r set in a fine-
grained medium grey lime mud matrix . These fragments are interpreted to 
be thin, soft limestone laminae torn up and rolled into ball shaped or 
folded masses by a turbulent current. These fragments were later redeposited 
and set within fine carbonate muds during quieter conditions . Some of 
these storms or turbulent currents were quite strong; an example of a 
particularly strong disturbance is seen on the western shore of North Bay 
at about the 700 foot level where a single rounded micrite boulder, 17 inches 
in diameter, is contained within a coarse red arkose (Plate 11) . 
[n the upper parts of the sequences particularly in the Belle Bay 
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area many of the limestones are coarse in texture. ihese sparry lime-
stones are pale in colour and are always associated with scattered quartz 
grains and quartz pebbles . As the amount of clastic material increases the 
a matrix to either coarse sandstones or quartz conglomerates 
unit from the 270 foot level of .the Bacon 
Point to Michael Day Cove presents a "semi-afgal" appearance on first 
observation (Plate 19). The bed, about 18 inches· thick is made up of laminae 
of micritic limestone, red silt and silty sand. A number of wave like forms 
within the bed are seen to be slump folds, the argillaceous layers have 
fractured, with micrite filling the fractures. This unusual bed is unique 
within the Cinq Isles Formation. 
Sandstones 
Sandstones make up about 25% of the Cinq ;sles Formation. They 
' range from clean quartzites and arkoses to coarse dark coloured sediments 
composed of quartz, volcanic rock, feldspar, siltstone and mud fragments. 
Locally some sandstones in the upper parts of the sections are composed of 
.... 
rounded quartz grains with as much as 40% carbonate material as a matrix. 
The colour of the sandstones varies from dark grey to red, reddish yellow, 
buff and occasionally white. 
Very coarse sandfune (Folk, 1968) recorded as~grit in field notes 
become more prevalent in the upper sections with the exception of those 
outcrops on the western side of Great Bay de 1 'Eau where they are of minor 
importance. 
The most common sandstone type is brick red in colour, even grained, 
even bedded, fine to coarse in texture consisting of haematite sta i ned · 
quartz grains, some muscovite fragments, and occasional feldspar fragment961 
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The quartz grains are subrounded to moderately rounded, the feldspars 
are usually angular t~rounded. Many of these beds are quit~ thick 
and massive . The Belle Bay and Wreck Cove sections contain thick sand-
stone sequences, many of, the beds being 4-6 feet in thickness. The 
boundaries are usually quite sharp . Some of the sandstones co~tain 
scattered white quartz pebbles, a few are as much as 1 l/2 inches in 
. . 
diameter, the great majority though are usually less than l/2 inch. 
Reddish-yellow arkosic sandstones are present locally i~mast 
sections. They are relatively uncommon in the Spyglass Cove and Wreck 
Cove sequences. These units are often coarse and poorly sorted. They 
occur as lenses, thin beds and as units occasionally up to several feet 
in thickness. They are massive bedded sandstones containing round clear 
quartz grains, coarse angular pink feldspar and fine white felds~ar grains. 
Some of these sandstones have a calcareous cement~ 
Mo~t of the very coarse sandstones composed of fragments of quartz. 
j 
volcanic rock, feldspar and siltstone. They are commonly poorly sorted~ 
' 
The fragments are s~t in a reddish grey to dark grey fine grain material. 
In most of t~e~ units all size grades from the finest to the coarsest 
fragments, Ul? to l/2 inch in length are present. Many of. the very coarse 
sandstones contain scattered quartz pebbles ·(Plate 28). These beds can be 
.:'> 
up to 6 feet fn thickness, most are from' l-3-feet in thickness . 
The Spoon Cove Membel" on the western sAore of North Bay is dominantly 
: I 
composed of several hundrea feet of massively bedded medium to dark grey~ 
. . 
and purple sandstones. The rock is made-up of dark fine-grained volcanic; 
, 
quartz, siltstone and some feldspar fragments angular to subrounded and 
moderately well sorted . Throughout the member there are laminae and thin 
beds of fine dark silts ~coarse sandstones. The rock as a whole 1s 
hard and brittle . This thick basal sandstone is not present in any other 
... 
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PLATE 28 
Coarse reddish grey grit with scattered quartz pebbles 
abruptly overlying a medium grey micritic limestone~ 
From the upper part of the section east of East Bay. 
(G. S.C. 153451 ) • 
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' section of the Cinq Isles Formation . 
Quartzites are unconmon in the Cincf Isles Formation with t he 
exception of the lower part of the Spyglass Cove section and parts of 
( 
')the Wreck Cove section. In the Spyglass Co'<:e sequence there are a 
/ . 
number of clean quartzites a·:S' inuch as 5 feet in t hickness. The maj ori ty 
are from 1-3 feet, massive and composed of up to 90% moderate ly sorted 
and rounded white quartz grai~. Silica cement between the grains gives 
thes.e beds · a high resistance to erosion . The colour varie s fr om buff to 
pale grey. 
The Conglomerates 
The conglomerates of the Cinq Is l es Format i on are confined mainly 
to the middle and upper parts of the succession; they make up about 10% of 
the total fonnation. They constitute a wide variety of characterist ic 
rock types. Some are composed of varying amounts of rounded quartt pebbles 
set in a red or grey sandstone matrix. Others are com~sed of pebbles of 
quartz, granite gneisses, dark fine-grained volcanics, red sandstones and 
quartzites in a red arkosi c sandstone or grit matrix. A few others consist' 
of mainl.Y white quartz pebbles in a matrix of fine white quartz an~ carbonate 
material. · Most of the conglomerates are poo~ly bedded with few directional 
features oresent. They ar~. · in most places, overlain and underTain by 
_/ 
sand_stones only locally are they bound by other sediments . The thickest 
unit is seen at Spyglass Cove and Tilt Point where a 70-foot coarse 
polyn!'ictic conglomerate outcrops. Few of the conglomeJMtes are over 15 
, feet in thickness. 
The most abundant cong 1 omera te type is one made up of s eat tered 
' 
quartz pebbles within a sandstone or grit matrix (Plate 29) . Unlike the 
other conglomerate types these are less restricted in their occurrence. 
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PLATE 29 
Conglomerate with scattered quartz pebbles, set in a 
course grit matrix. From the 1150 ft. level of the 
section on the western shore of North Bay. (G.S.C. 
153488). 
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The quartz pebbles range in size from l / 4 inch to -6 inches in diameter. 
The large sizes are not common however, the average siie be i ng about 1/2 
to 1 inch. The quartz itself is of the white crystalline plutoni c vein 
quartz type. The clasts are subro~nded to rounded, few are an g ul ~ r . 
They occur within a matrix of red or grey sandstones and grits. The 
) 
amount of clasts can vary considerably . Some beds contain widely scattered 
pebbles, while in others the pebbles account for as muc h as 80% of the rock. 
The,.widely scattered pe bbles are usuall y moderately well so r ted wi th only 
a few size grades being represented . They average 3/ 4 inch in di ameter . 
Beds with a high pebble content are only poor to moderately sorted. This 
more common conglomerate type ranges from 1-5 feet in thi ck ness. 
The other main cong l omerate type i s composed of a varied selection 
of clasts within an arkosic or quartz and rock fragment groundmass. The 
clasts present include quartz, granite, rhyolite, dark fine-grained mafi c 
vo.lcani cs , quartzite, red sandstone and silt. 
Quartz is the domi~ant clast comprising as much as 60% of the pebble 
content . Quartz i tes, r hyolites and mafic volca~ics are important, especially 
in those cong l omerates occurring in the lower and middle parts of the 
sections . Granite clasts make up about 5-10% of the pebble content as do 
fragments of fine sediments, red sandstone and shale. The granite and fine 
sediment clast content does not vary appreciably throughout the succession. 
The various clasts are moderately coarse, quartz pebbles up to 5 inches in 
diameter are not uncommon in some beds. The other clast types are smaller, 
few being over three inches in diameter. The average size for the quartz 
fr-agments is about 1 l/2 inches . For the other clasts it is about 1/2- 1 
inch. The quartz pebbles are moderately rounded, the granites and quartzites 
subrounded to moderately rounded, the volcanics and fine sediments are 
angular to sub-rounded, most being angular. The fine sediments are often 
.. 
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tabular in shape having been broken parallel to the bedding planes. 
The matrix of tnese conglomerates varies from a red arkose to 
a reddish grey materia 1 cor:nposed 'dominantly of quartz, sma 11 roc~'- frag-
ments and mud. The arkosic matrix in many units can be quite coarse. 
The thick conglomerate exposed at Tilt .Point and Spyglass Cove contain 
a groundmass. composed of coarse angular quartz and feldspar fragments, 
many of which are up to l/4 inch in diameter . The arkosic groundmass of 
many of the conglomerates is poorly indurated and crumbles easily. The 
groundmass composed of quartz, rock fragments and mud can be equally as 
coarse as the arkose in some localities. This material is harder than the 
arkose. ThE~ . ./~rkosic groundmass tends to be the dominant groundmass of 
this conglomerate type higher in the sequence. 
From a distance, many of the conglomerates are red in colour due 
to a thin red iron oxide covering on much of the material. Upon closer 
inspection, the conglomerates with a high arkosic groundmass are reddish 
buff coloured, while those with a quartz rock fragment groundmass are a 
dirty reddish grey colour. 
The above data indicate a great similarity between the conglomerate 
facies and piedmont alluvial deposits (Blissenback, 1954; McKee, 1957; 
Bull, 1963; Melton, 1965). The stratigraphic and paleogeographic position, 
poor sorting, lack of primary structures and poor rounding of locally 
derived clasts strongly suggest that these conglomerates are alluvial fan 
deposits derived from nearby source areas and deposited by intermittent 
streams. 
/ 
The basal conglomerate and the conglomerates of the lower part of I 
the Wreck Cove section are somewhat different from the other conglomerates 
of the Cinq Isles Fm. These units contain a significantly higher amount 
·. 
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of argi~te clasts and groundmass material with some subrounded 
scattered quartz pebbles within a dirty reddish grey sandstone and 
grit matrix. The argillites are derived from the underlying l ower and 
Middle Cambrian Youngs Cove Group upon which the Cinq Isles Fm. at 
Wreck Cove lies unconformabl y. The Youngs Cove Group is made up of 
purple grey shales, slates and mudstones. Fragments from these beds 
are seen in conglomerates up to · about 100 feet from the base of the 
success ion . The c lasts are angular to suorounded, few are over t~ree 
inches in diameter . The avera.ge size is about 3/4 i nch. The groundmass 
of the c onglomerates contain as much as 30% small rock fragments and clay 
<:: 
material derived from the underlying Cambrian succession. Many of the 
sandstones and grits in t he lower part of' the section contain a mat r ix rich 
in c lay, also derived from this same Cambrian source. 
Directional Features 
Directional features, indicating incoming currents from the north 
and northeast, are well displayed in a number of coarse sedimentary unit~ 
in the Cinq Isles Formation (Figure 4) . These cu r rent directi.Q_~al features 
inc lude tabular c ross bedding (McKee and Weir 1 1953) and ' trough cross 
bedd i ng (McKee and ~eir, 1953) and pebble imbric.:~tion. Directional fea·tures 
are present in all sections of the Cinq Isles Formatt'on but are unc~n in 
those sections on /the western shore of Great Bay de 1' Eau due to the relative 
absence of coarse sediments. 
Tabular crossbeds are the commonest directional features of the 
Cinq Isles Formation. They are found in sandstones, gr;:its and loca~ con~lomerates. 
" The cross bedding is brought out in ~st places by difference~ in gra i n size 
or colou r , or both. They occur in single units or in a seri es up t o 5 or 6 
in numbe r in a s ingle bed, conmanly separated by a thin layer of sediment. 
This intervening sediment is often finer-grained than that composing the 
CURRENT DIRECTIONS 
WITHIN THE CINQ ISLES 
FORMATION 
each arrow indicates a 
mean current direction 
based on readings from 
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FIG:4 
either . (A) tabular cross beddmg 
(s) trough cross bedding 
(c) pebble imbrication 
0 CINQ ISLES FORMATION 
N 
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Plate 30 
Tabular cross bedded unit composed of grey grits and scattered 
quartz pebbles. From the 250 foot l~vel ~est of East Bay. 
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Plate 31 
Trough cross bedded unit in coarse reddish-grey sandstone with 
scattered quartz pebbles, bounded by quartz pebble conglomerate. 
From the upper part of the type section on the eastern shore of 
East Bay. 
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crossbed. Individual crossbeds range from 6 inches to 2 feet in thick-
~ss. A series of readin,gs from 32 tabular crossbeds exposed in three 
dimen~ions indi ca tes incoming currents from a northeasterly direction . 
Trough crossbeds are restricted in occurrence to coarse red and 
grey sandstones and grits of the upper parts ·of the sections . These 
coarse sediments contain ab~ndant quartz pebbles and fragments. and locally 
' 
a carbonate matrix . They are moderately comoon in the type section to the 
east of East Bay, rare to absent in the other Cinq Isles Formation sections 
of Belle Bay, and absent in the sections in Great Bay de l'fau . Most 
trough crossbeds are from 3 to 5 feet in width and are commonly shallow, 
few being over .10 inches in depth. Individual laminae within a unit are 
from l/~ inch to 1 1/2 inches in thickness . Trough crossbeds are c01rmonly 
oounded by coarse poorly sorted quartz pebblelco~lomerates (Plate 31). 
Thirty-five directional readings along the long axis of three dimensional 
-~ 
trough crossbeds were recorded. The mean a~rage indicates incoming currents 
from a northeasterly direction with a range from the north northeast to the 
east northeast. 
Pebble imbric ations are rare in the Ci[lq Isles Formation. From the 
middle part of t he section on the· western shore of North Bay three examples 
•. 
were recorded i n grey grits, ·at, "fi lt Point two examples were r-ecorded i.n 
red sandstones from the upper part of the ~ecti~ The occurrences con-
/ 
sisted in all cases of several layers of overl~pping, somewhat tabular shaped 
shale, dark volcanic rock and quartz fragments . These fragments varied from 
1/2 inch to 2 inches in length . . Pebble imbr)cations on the western shore 
of North Bay indicate current directions from the north northeast, those 
at Tilt Point indicate currents from the northeast. 
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Externally Deri ved Clasts 
c 1 as ts 
The Cinq Its Formation and the overlyin9 conglomerates contain 
eroded fro variou~ older terrains in the Fortune Bay area. 
These clasts includ{'-granite fragments s;mi1ar to the underlying Sirrrnons ' 
Brook Batholith. abundant vein quartz fragments, volcanic rock fragments 
and some sediments from the late Precambrian Long Harbour Group. da rk 
.. 
grey Upper Cambrian argillites and fol i ated granites, gneisses a.nd sch ist ~ 
typical of th~ Garrison Hills metamorphic terrain of the Central Mobile 
Belt. 
·. 
Clasts de rived from the Simmons Brook Batholith i nclude pink t o 
grey medium to coarse-grained granite and granodiorite. Mo't of the 
batholith and the clasts are altered, as indicated by the transformation 
of mafic minerals to chlor ite , epidote and zoisite. Q~artz pebbles and 
fragments are the most abundant clasts withi n the Cinq Isles Formation. 
The quartz is of the vein quartz variety (Fol k. 1968) and is probably derived 
fro~ the Simmons Brook Batholith . The Pools Cove and Great Bay de l'Eau 
Formations in addition contain coarse grained porphyriti c biotite granite 
and me~ium grained p]nk a laskitic granite typical of the Devonian Ackley 
granite and other Devonian granites nor th of the area. 
Dark grey argil li te clasts from the underlying Upper Cambrian 
Sa lmonier Cove Formation at Wreck Cove are locally abundant in the basal 
section of the Cinq Isles Formation. These clasts are absent from other 
Cinq Isles successions. 
A wide variety of silicic to mafic vol cani cs and some fine grained 
sediments .from the late Precambrian Long Hcfi.bour Group exposed to the east 
and northeast are present throughout much of the Cinq Is les succession, and 
are,common in the overlying conglomerates. Many of the finer-grained 
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sediments derived from this source are hornfelsic in character. 
A variety of foliated gran i te, gran.ite gneiss and mica schist 
clasts typical of the Garrison Hi ll s metamorphic ter rain to the north 
and northwest of the Hermi tage Bay Fault are present in the conglomerates 
of tne Cinq Isles Formation and are abundant in the overly i ng conglomerates . 
Similar rocks have been traced northeastward across Newfoundland t o the 
~esleyville map area on the north coast of the i sland (Jenness, 1963; 
~illiams, 1968) and westward to Grey River on the south coast (Wil l i ams , 
1972) . Everywhere along their southeastern margin t hese metamorphi c rocks 
a~ bounded by faults. This is a fundamental break "'hich in Newfou ndl and 
separates the Avalon Platform from the Central Mobile Be l t (Williams, 1969) . 
The occurrence of these clasts indi ca t es either a poss ible sedimentary link 
between the Avalon Platform or because of the common occurrence of north-
easterly current direct ions, derivat ion from the metamorphic basement 
underlying the Avalon Pl atform. 
·---
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CHAPTER IV 
SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Cinq Isles Formation contains a number of significant sedi-
mentological and stratigraphical features that are important in an 
interpretation of its depositional environment, its relationships with ·· 
" 
the overlying conglomerates and the orogenic devel\bpment of Fortune Bay 
and the Northern Appalachians. _ 
These features include :-
(A) 
(B) 
(c) 
Mixed red bed - carbonate lithologies. 
Lateral and vertical variations. 
A variety ?.f externally derived clasts. 
(D) Incoming current directions from a dominantly 
northeasterly direction. 
(E) Torn up limestone boulders, and a numper of other 
erosional features. 
(F) The unconformable relationship with the underlying 
Simmons Brook granite and Camb~ian argillites. 
(G) The intimate relationships wi{~ tt"!e overlying con-
glomerates of the Pools Cove ~nd Gr€at Bay de l'Eau 
Formations. 
(H) The intrusive relationships of the Devonian Ackley 
Batholith with the Cinq Isles Fm . and the overlying 
conglomerates. 
The Cinq Isles Formation is interpreted to represent a post orogenic 
near shore carbonate environment bordering an alluvial fan chain lying to 
the north and northeast . Block uplift and granite intrusio·~ during an 
, 
/ 
:-- .~ 
early phase of the Devonian Acadian orogeny led to an extensive alluvial 'L_ 
fan development in the Fortune Bay area. 
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The basal unit of the formation represents a relatively quiet 
marine transgression onto a low, flat lyinq SiiTfllons Brook granite surface 
to the northeast , ;,nd onto moderately dipping Upper Cambrian argillites 
to tile southwrs t. Fragments from these underly i ng rock types are c onta i ned 
in the tMs ill de po <; its of the formati on at these local i ties. At Spoon Cove 
on th r nMthe rn 5 l10re of North Bay . lateral var i ati on in s ediment dis-
t,· it lu t i on and nrobi'hly -;mall local barr i er s account for the accumulation 
<) f t he bil sa 1 uni t . the Spoo n Cove Memhe,- . Streams drai ning an uplifted 
!Jlnck of Pre t aml>rian Lonq Hilrbour Gr oup v o l c ani c s and <;rdiments were the 
p r u hah l e <,o urcP o f c; uppl y f o r thi s l ocal devel opment. 
Co nrl i ti n n <; during mu c h of Lower1 and Middle Cinq l<;les time were 
/ 
o ftPn rrl"tivr l y tlUirt. Dep osition of red s i lt s . s hale s and fin/sand-
c, tonrs. wa <, he rl into the laqoon from the fan surface , alternated with bio -
c hf'mi call y f o rnlP rl o,- c hP.flli c illly pr eci pitated qre y mi cri t i c l ime stones. 
'i l i qht chclnrje '> in env i r onmf'ntal cond i tions. su c h ilS the s o l ubility of the 
wa ter, water depth, turbulence , amount of rilinfall in the c a t c hment area 
-inrj conr entrati0n nf c;uspen<ieri serl jmPnt in thP laqoon woulrl PffP c t thfi type 
o f depo ~ition . Differential verti cal s egregation within the c arb.onat~ muds 
rt ccount c; f or the r1eve lopmen t of the mixed bed litho logies . Abundant mixed 
hed c; , thin alternating units, lateral variations and lens li ke bodie s 
indi cdtP the frequenc y of fluctuating conditions . 
lnc r edsed r-ainfall, erosion, and periodi c flooding of the fan surface 
c au s ed the l dgoon to he inundated at time s with c oarse alluvia l material 
giving ri s e to the sandstones, grits and conglomerates of the lower and 
middle parts of the succession. With the approach of the encroaching fan 
these coarser units become dominant in the upp~r p11rts of the ~ections, 
with the exception of those sequences on the western shore of Great Bay de 
1 'Eau. 
• 
\ 
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The variety of different tlasts within. the conglomerates indicates 
that the f~n was supplied with material from a number of geologically 
I 
different terrains. These varied clasts include Precambr i an Long Harbour 
Group sediments and volcanics, Simmons Brook granite and Garrison Hill 
type foliated granites, gneisses and schists. Th~se various source areas 
were probably in the form of a series of horst blocks bordering the fan 
chain. 
Probable uplift of the fault blocks in Late Middle and Upper Cinq 
Isles times lead i ng to further erosion and fan development caused a marked 
incredse in the aljlount of coarse sediment and conglomerates entering the 
laqoon, especially in the Belle Bay area. 
Inc reased trubulence in the la goon and the a c tion of mi grati ng and 
c hanging channel s is indi cated by the occ urren c e of a numb~!" of features . 
These inc lude the rilpidly thinning and lensing out of beds, torn up lime-
stone boulders and reworked l-imestone units, erosional and irregular upper 
surfaces of many units overlain by coarse sandstones, and the abundant trough 
c rossbeds in the upper part of the sections to the east at Belle Bay. 
The type section on the eastern shore of East Bay contains abundant 
erosional features ilnd some of the coarsest deposits of the Cinq Isles 
Formation . . The sequences on the western shore of Great Bay del 'E~u contain 
'-.. ./ 
relatively few'coarse sediments and few erosional features. This indicates 
that they were deposited in quieter conditions further to the southwest 
of the fan chain than those successions in Belle Bay. 
At the end of Cinq Isles time in the Belle Bay area and on the 
western shore of Great Bay de 1 'Eau little or no orogenic disturbance of 
the lagoon took pla ce before the final encroachment of the alluv1al fan. 
The coarse conglomerates of the Pools Cove Format1on rest, at most with a 
rG 
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minor disconformity, on the underlying Cinq I~les Formation . West of 
Salmon River the Pools Cove Fonnation rests unconformably on the SirliTions 
Brook granite with the Cinq Isles Formation represented by only a few 
small pockets of red silt and granite wash . Red sandstone fragments in 
the Pools Cove conglomerates suggest that the Cinq Isles Formation was 
previously more extensive in this area. Restricted deposition over a 
probable 'high' and partial eros ion along the unconformabl e boundary 
combine to explain this markedly diminished sequence. The unconforma ble 
' 
contac t between the Great Bay de l'Eau Formation and Cinq Isles Formation 
at Wreck Cove indicates slight uplift and folding before be i ng over l a in by 
coarse arkosi c conglomerates of the encroaching fan. 
The Pools Cove and Great Bay de l' Eau Formations c onta in abundant 
fragment s of Ackley Batholit_h granite and, in the case of Pools Cove 
Formation, is cut by a later. intrusive phase of Ackley Batholith. This 
relationship indi cates that these coarse conglomerates overlying t he Cinq 
Isles Formation are synorogenic sediments .,deposited during i ntrusi ve 
episodes of the Ackley Batholith related to the Devonian Acadian orogeny . 
Lithologies similar to the Cinq Isles Formation have been descr ibed 
from only a llmited number of localities . The deposits showing the most 
similarities are those of the Visean and Tournasian <:arboniferous cement-
stone facies of the Midland Valley of Scot land and their extens ~ on into 
Northern Ireland (Freshney, 1961) . The non-marine cementstone faci es of 
Eastern Canada found in the Fundy Basin (Belt, 1967), unlike their Brltish 
counterparts, do not contain many of the characteristic features of the 
Cinq Isles Formation . Cementstone type facies are also found in the 
Triassic rift valley of Connecticut and Massachusetts (Emerson, 1898) . 
The cementstone facies of the British Isles and the Cinq Isles Formation 
of Fortune Bay were both deposited in marginal marine to restricted marine 
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environments bounded by uplifted fault blocks. 
\ 
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